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Chapter One: Background and Research Methodology

Economic development has been a subject that has

attracted considerable attention in the last several

decades. With the burgeoning Third World debt crisis, the

growing emphasis on an integrated world economy, and the

increasing multi-polarity of the international system,

economic development seems all the more crucial" A wealth of

literature exists whic, investigates the mechanics of how and

why economic development takes place. Some authors use a

general approach to explain why certain countries are more

developed than others. Other authors focus on the nuts and

bolts of the economic mechanisms that operate during

development. Still others use patterns of economic

development as an independent variable to explain a variety

of political and economic phenomena"

None of these writings, however, explain what factors

actually lead a country to choose a particular pattern of

development. This lack of concern with patterns of economic

development as a dependent variable has led to a serious gap

in our understanding of the development process. In other

words, the usefulness of knowledge about the general effects

of a particular set of development policies is restricted by

our lack of understanding as to why that particular set of

policies was implemented rather than another. To my

knowledge, there has been no satisfactory attempt to fill
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this gap in the development literature.

This project is an attempt to fill that gap in the

development literature. This chapter provides background

information which reviews some of the relevent literature and

improvement, (4) foreign trade with close

comparative advantage and its implications,

attention to

(5) economic

then outlines my research methodology. Chapters two through

five relate research results country by country, and chapter

six draws general conclusions from the four specific country

cases. Included at the end is an extensive bibliography that

contains not only works specifically cited in this paper, but

also works that contributed significantly to development

areas which are closely related to my study and that have

been invaluable in providing the necessary background

knowledge to tackle a project such as this.

The Relevant Literature:

In their treatment of economic development in

general, economists have tended to focus on what economic

factors cause (or at least what conditions lead to) economic

development. Meier (1984) has outlined six of the major

areas on which this branch of the development literature has

tended to focus: (1) savings and investment, (2) the

acquisition of appropriate technology, (3) agricultural

systems and their various allocation efficiencies, and (6)

human resource development. Each of these factors has proven
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to be in some way important to the development proc�ss, and

most of the work related to these factors can be de�cribed as

pr-oc-ess., Rostow's Stages of Gr"'owth J. c··
• �:>

probably the classic work in this area, and, while Somewhat

political and economic developmentD L i pset,

non-rigorous, he does provide material to which manY authors

have reacted.

Another of the branches of development

uses more of a political focus to explain e�onomic

Political scientists and economists h�ve both

looked at some of the variables that are involved i� and

affected by the development process. Rostow's work, while

the first example of a serious analysis of economic factors,

also bridges the gap between the strict economic approach and

the political approach, since his work fits in nicely with

other projects that have related development to specific

political regime types. he claims that

economic and political development covarYD Fur-b her"'rnor"'e, he

argues that countries pass through specific stages When they

develop, and that those stages involve specific levels of

Ridker, O'Neill, Schatz, Rostow, and others have investigated

the relationship between economic development and democratic

systems of government. The theme of their work is that

economic development involves structural changes which allow

democratic regimes to flourish. Ridker has argued that
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democracy is a prerequisite to economic development, but most

of today's literature would contradict him.

In fact, there is a growing trend towards the belief

that authoritarian regimes have a significant advantage over

democracies countries in promoting economic development.

Collier, Malloy, Harwitz, Lim, and Westphal all support this

viewpoint, arguing that authoritarian regimes are better

equipped to force a population to accept the difficult

choices that are a prerequisite to economic development. For

example, the need for low wages to make pricing competitive

in foreign markets may be better met under a repressive

authoritarian regime. The Bureaucratic-Authoritarian model

has become fairly well accepted, arguing that the technocrats

and the military have overlapping interests in the promotion

of economic development. When these interests are

threatened, as they are when the popUlation demands expanded

rights, better wages and better working conditions, the

bureaucracy and the military band together to suppress this

act i vism. This model is pessimistic about development taking

place il'"l a relatively free oorrt ex t , a pessimism sha'l""'ed with

O'Donnell by Gershenkron in his treatment of the role of the

state in the development process.

There is another branch of development 1 i te ....··ature

that embodies both political and economic dimensions of the

development process. is known as dependency

theory, and debate about this theory is quite common. For
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example, Peter Evans (1977) has argued that a country's level

of economic development can be predicted by the degree to

which it is dependent on outside forces. Two examples of

this might be penetration by multi-national corporations or

international organizations or a neo-colonial posturing on

the part of more developed countries. Wiarda argues that it

is each country's individual history that best determines

development progress (Wiarda 19S2)n Tony Smith (1983) is at

the head of an opposing faction that posits that instead of

these exterior forces, domestic factors such as regime

structure are more important in predicting a country's level

The dependency literature revolves around

the idea that economic development does not take place in a

vacuum. In fact, it can only take place in an international

context that leaves smaller, less developed countries at the

mercy of economic forces that they cannot control. For

example, if a country lacks capital to invest in its own

development, it will have to rely on foreign sources. The

developing country is thus subject to the will of the

developed country, and the developed country may even

expropriate the profits from its investments, making it

impossible for the underdeveloped country to boost its own

growth through �einvestment. In the search for economic

development in the modern system, developing countries are

forced into paths that benefit their larger trade partners

more than themselves. This can often create severe

disruptions in the domestic and political life of their
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individual countries.

The dependency literature provides a good example of

one of the serious shortcomings in the development

A typical argument contends that domestic

conditions are the result of international forces upon which

the developing country is dependent. This argument does not,

however, address the conditions that lead a country tn select

a specific set of developmental pol i c i es , Eve}'"1 if the

it would beargument were correct, insofar as it went,

leaving out an important causal link in the development

prc.cess. Because the level of development in any given

country is dependent to a large degree on the pattern or

specific policy of development adopted by that country, a

model that does not incorporate these patterns is

circumventing the logic of the development process. Tho!:::.e

who argue against the dependency theorists often claim that

rather than being dependent on the international system,

countries are responsible in large part for their own

development patterns. In other words, they argue that it is

domestic and not forces that determine a

country's domestic conditions. For example, Sowell has

argued that it is a lack of emphasis on human capital that

leads to underdevelopment in the Third World (Sowell 1983).

Again, there is no rigorous analysis of the specific forces

that lead a country to choose a particular

development. Moreover, neither side looks

patterrl of

at the othe ......



perspective as having any validity, and lessons that could be

gleaned from a combining of the two perspectives have been

lost.

Hav i '(lg looked at some of the problems in the

literature that analyzes why and how countries develop, we

can now turn to the problem of defining economic

deve 1 opmerrt • This will help provide a better idea of why the

use patterns of development is superior to simply using level

of development as a variable. I t has beeY'1 sa i d that "Y'IO

branch of economics has had more difficulty in finding

acceptable Y'lames for- its subject matte'r"" tha'fl deve Lo pmerrt

ecoY',clm i cs (Hogendorn 1987). Indeed, there are as many

different names for developing countries as there are

approaches to the subJect. The nineteenth century term

"backward" had, by the mid twe'flt ieth cerrt ur-y , lar"gely bE�e'n

suppl aY'.ted by terms such as "uY'ldeve 1 oped"

"uy.det"developed" which still see ft"'equeY'lt use. A 1 so oommon

in today's development literature are the catch all phrase

"Third World, II the geogt"aphic desigYlat iOYI "South," and the

descri pt i ve phrases "Lesser Developed Count ...... ies" and

"Developi Ylg Ccctmtries. II Al though the last two ar-e p ...-obab l y

most common today, the variety of terms indicates the lack of

consensus within the development community.

This lack of consensus is paralleled i Y'I the

disagreement over what development actually means. Clower's

treatise Growth Without Development (1966) points out the
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difference between actual development and mere economic

growth, a distinction which most developmentalists would

echo. Growth might be thought of as an increase in per

capita GNP, but development is typically thought to refer not

only to growth but also to underlying structural,

institutional, and qualitative changes, like degree of

political freedc@, that affect both productive capacity and,

in some sense, the overall well-being of an entire

population. Thus there is agreement that the term economic

development has normative aspects, but there is little

agreement as to what these aspects are and less about how

they should be measured. Indeed, in a survey of forty

theories which had used economic development as either an

exogenous or endogenous variable, Clark (1982) found no less

than twenty clearly distinct indicators.

Hogendorn boils these indicators down into the

following definition: development is the "process through

which over a long time period the real per capita income of a

country rises with the understanding that not Just an elite

few, but the general mass of a population is the beneficiary

of the increase (Hogendorn 12)." This definition seems to

reflect the spirit of most of the prevailing indicators which

are used for economic development, but it contributes very

little to the actual conceptualization of the problem.

Indicators used commonly today include GNP and per capita GNP

growth rates; measures of income distribution such as Lorenz
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curves, Gini coefficients and quintile percentages; measures

of physical well-being such as infant mortality rates, total

per capita caloric intake and the Physical Quality of Life

Index (PQLI); other measures of social development such as

literacy rates, percentage of labor force in agriculture,

school enrollment, energy consumption, number of vehicles,

radios and telephones per capita, consumption of steel, iron

and cement; and various measures of the extent and efficiency

of infrastructure such as number of highway and railway miles

(Hogendorn 1987).

It is clear that there are a huge number of ways to

conceptualize and the

development, and it is also clear that no one way has been

demonstrated to stand out from the rest. Many authors have

simply chosen whichever measures suited their independent

tastes or data sources, and have, in essence, assumed that

either their measure is best or that the choice of measures

is not that important to their results. Unfortunately, it

has been demonstrated that the ways that one defines economic

deveictpr.leY'.t caY'. arid do have real impact OY'. t"'esea'r'''chet'''s'

findings (Bornschier et al 1978). This is true whether

development is being used as an independent or a dependent

variable, and whether it is being used in a political,

social, or economic context. This calls into question not

only the reliability of the results of many studies, but also

their generalizability. While this problem may not render
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the results of a particular study invalid, c'-fie must be

suspicious of any work that does not at least explore the

ramifications of this problem. One partial solution to this

problem is to use the patterns of development that led to the

various levels of development, however defined, as

variables. Even though there are many possible indicators

for pattern of development, inconsistencies in research

results caused by different definitions for those patterns

will be more easily placed into a historical context than

those caused by differneces in the definitions for the level

This distinction should become apparent as

the statistical results in this study are placed in their

�istorical contexts.

The deficiencies in the development literature with

which I am concerned come down to two specific problems.

First, most of the development literature focuses on the

level of development as a variable, but pays very little

attention to what factors might lead a country to choose the

policies that led them to their levels of development. This

omits one crucial link in the logic of the development

process.
�

Countries, by and large, have had a great deal of

flexibility in their options for developmental policies, and

those policies are the primary causal

developmental process. FOl"" example, if a country is

dependent, then its policy choice will be influenced by its

depeYldey,t status, arrd that will, iYI turYI, affect its
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development experience. Clearly, work is needed that will

explore the specific forces that can shape a country's chosen

pattern of development.

Second, those authors who have disagreed over the

importance of international and domestic factors have never

tried to consolidate their arguments. There is no discussion

of when and under what conditions each force might dominate.

Given that there are good historical examples of both

domestic and international dominance, this shortcoming is

surpr i s i Y'lg. This study will empirically demonstrate the need

for a synthesis of the two approaches to development by

proving that in most cases, it is possible to empirically

demonstrate that both internal and external forces have a

��ignificant effect on patterns of development.

Research Methodology

These deficiencies in the economic development

literature will be the focus of my attention. I set up three

contending theories to explain a country's chosen patterns of

economic development. The first two theories have their

roots in the debate surrounding the concept of dependent

deve 1 opmerrt • The first theory argues that internal forces

are the most important influences on a country's pattern of

_-

deve 1 opmerrc , For example, the number of and degree to which

internal political actors are allowed to make demands on the

gov�rnment could affect the development pattern that the
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government would emphasize. The political actors could

either demand a particular policy or limit the number of

realistic policy options open to the government.

theory contends that it is external rather than internal

forces that are the most important influences on a country's

pattern of development. For example, the degree to which a

country is dependent on export markets to generate its GNP

may circumscibe the options available to a developing country

or actually channel the country into a particular

developmental pattern. The third theory sythesizes these two

approaches, asserting that neither the first or second

theories are adequate in and of themselves, and argues that

some combination of the two is needed to fully explain

patterns of development. For example, Theory 3 would argue

that both internal political actors and export market

dependence have a significant impact on development patterns

and that both the internal and external actors would have to

be considered in order to have a complete understanding of

the country's policy selections.

This research design is a significant

over the existing literature for several reasons. Fi rst, it

focuses on the patterns of and strategies for economic

development that countries adopt in their search for modern

economic growth. As I have shown, the previous work has

focused merely on level of economic development as a

de�endent variable -- leaving out an important logical link
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in the actual development process. My approach captures this

log ical 1 i nk , Second, it treats the effects of both internal

and external forces as political variables with the reasoning

that political agents are responsible for implementing

development policies and that these political agents will be

influenced by political variables. This reasoning is backed

up by Epstein's findings that regime type influenced the

establishment of austerity programs in Argentina (Epstein

1989). Third, it uses patterns of development rather than

level of deve Lopmerrt as the depender,t veri ab l e , thus better

rflecting the actual development process. Finally, it makes

an effort to reconcile the two sides of the dependency

debate. It seems that both approaches and contentions have

merit, and my research design will allow me to determine

under what conditions internal forces are more important than

external forces and under what conditions external forces

This seems to be a more valid approach than simply

assuming that one or the other perspective is the 'correct'

This project uses a Most Similar Systems comparative

design. Four- La't i n Americar! oourrt r-i es we}""e choser. for.. this

study: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico. All four have

similar histories, and all are newly industrializing

cCllmtries. All of the countries had indigenous Indian

populations prior to European colinization,

similar colonial experiences with their Iberian mother
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countries <Wiarda 1986). In a sense these countries can be

viewed as a "fragment of Sou.therl"1 Eur-opean al"ld Lber i en

culture and civilization of approximately 1500 (ADD.] CWiarda

1986, p. 209) ." Spal"d sh feudal i sro was i l"lcorporated i rrt o

Latin America, and many of the historically dominant

political coalitions stem from the relationships that come

from that feudalism. The roles that the Catholic Church, the

military, the bureaucracy, and the university have played,

and their impact on the authoritarian styles of government

that have been common in the region, having come from the

same Iberian colonial source, are quite similar across all

four COUl'",t r i es. The latifundia that grew out of European

colonialism were present in all four countries, and the

effects of these on the distribution of wealth and power are

being felt even today (Jackson et al 1986).

Perhaps most importantly for this study is the

similarity of the impact of the Great Depression on the four

CCtl..mtries. Prior to 1930, all four countries received a

great deal of income from exports of goods in which they had

a natural resource based (NRB) comparative advantage.

Manufactured consumer durables in all four countries are

largely imported from the developed Western world. The Great

Depression had two effects on the four countries. First,

demand for the Latin American exports dropped significantly.

Second, the availability of imported consumer durables to

Latin American purchasers declined rapidly. This depressiorl
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in consumer durable availability became even deeper when

World War II broke out in 1939. Thus the Great Depression and

World War II give us a point of departure from which to

conduct our research. The data for this study run from 1950

to 1980, and, they will allow us to distinguish the changes

in development pattern that occur after the Depression and

WWI I. Ir-I effect thclse ever-Its serve as "equal i z er...s" that

overwhelm almost all other factors affecting development

pattern at this time, and we can treat the four countries as

having had much the same Depression experience. Morec,ver, we

can use our data to determine how the differences in internal

and external forces affect development pattern in all four

countries after that period, and that will, in turn, allow us

to evaluate our three theories using the MSS design.

Independent Variable Measures:

Several measures are used for internal forces -

regime type, regime change, and degree of freedom permitted

the population. First, regime type was classified as

democratic or authoritarian. Then each regime change was

coded by type ranging from regular election to violent

overthrclw. When elections took place, the percentage of

votes garnered by the victorious party was taken as a measure

of electoral competitiveness. Finally, Freedom House's

indices (FREE) for political and civil liberties are used as

indicators of the degree of freedom allowed.

were plotted across time.

The results
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The external force measured is dependence on external

sources of capital CFIP). This measure was operationalized

the percentage of total capital investments coming from

for-e i gr. sources.

time.

These results were also plotted across

Dependent Variable Measures:

Turning to the dependent side, two classifications

are used to describe each pattern of economic development.

Each pattern is classified as export oriented or import

subst it ut i rig, and as capital or labor intensive. The

distinction between lSI and EOI is operationalized by using

effective rates of protection (ERP) across time, and relative

capital/labor intensity (CIR) is indicated by a five point

scale with five being the most capital intensive.

Regime type and transition data come from published

historical timelines such as those found in the Third World

Encyclopedia. For electoral competitiveness I used Facts on

File to get the dates when the election results were released

and then went to the appropriate issue of the New York Times

to verify the results. Data on the importance of export

markets and on the percentage of investments coming from

foreign sources was found primarily in various statistical

abstracts including SALA, The Statistical Yearbook for Latin
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America, various World Bank data sources, and IMF Financial

Statistics. Data on the dependent side, pattern of

development, have proven very difficult to find. Because no

one has really taken pattern of development as a variable

before, there is no concise data base that exists describing

these patterns across time. As a result, these patterns are

reconstructed from a variety of unrelated sources including

development textbooks, newspaper articles, and various

Journals. I was, however, able to develop a five point scale

to represent relative capital-labor intensity, and several

World Bank memeos, when combined with Journal articles on

tariff rates, allowed me to compile effective rates of

protection for all four countries from 1950 to 1980.

Statistical Analysis:

Each theory is evaluated across time and across

countries. The times and conditions under which each one

appear most useful are noted, and this allows us to discern

the conditions under which external and internal forces

become dominant. The statsitical technique used is ordinary

least squares, and significance levels are reported on all

independent variables, as well as the coefficient of

determination. Specifically, for each country the indicators

for the independent variables -- Freedom House's index for

political and civil rights (FREE) for internal forces and

foreign investment dependence (FIP) for external forces -

are regressed on each of the two indicators for the dependent
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variable, effective rates of protection (ERP) and relative

capital/labor intensity of new projects (CIR)D Additionally,

multiple regressions are performed regressing both FREE and

FIP against each indicator for the dependent variable in

turn. Simple correlations and covariances between the

independent and dependent variables are reported for each

country, as is a plot of the residuals from each regression

per fclrmed.

Organiztion of Paper:

As noted earlier, this project places the statistical

evaluations of the three thoeries into a historical context

in order to enhance our interpretation of the results.

Chapters 2 through 5 provide the historical context country

by country. These chapters begin with a historical overview,

then present the actual statistical evaluations of the three

theories in the country, and finally interpret those

evaluations within the countries historical context. Chapter

6 synthesizes the statistical results in each country, uses

historical context to draw broad conclusions and explain

anomc I ies, and closes with a brief discussion of the

prospects for future research.
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Chapter Two: Argentina

Argentina is the first of the four Latin American

countries which I will discuss. Since 1950 there have been

at least six major changes in political leadership of which

nearly all were brought about by some form of military

pressure. At the same time, there has been a good deal of

variation in the quality of political and civil rights that

are enjoyed by Argentinians. Dependence on foreign

investments has also varied significantly over time. It is

these variations that we will use to investigate the factors

that determine Argentinian patterns of development within our

theoretical framework.

Recall that Theory 1 predicts that internal forces

are the most important determinant of patterns of

development, Theory 2 predicts that external forces will

dominate, and Theory 3 predicts that both internal and

external forces have a significant effect on pattern of

development. We will see that, in Argentina, Theory 3 works

better than either Theory 1 or Theory 2 to explain patterns

of development as indicated by effective rates of protection,

but Theory 2 works better to explain pattern of development

as indicated by relative capital-labor intensity. To fully

appreciate the way that internal and external factors combine

to shape patterns of Argentinian development we must first

consider the historical forces and events that are unique to



Argentina.

Historical Background:

There are three categories of historical forces with

which we are most concerned. These are the actual economic

changes which occurred over time, the changes in internal

political variables, and the changes in the power of external

actors. These forces will set up the historical context for

our statistical analysis.

Prior to 1930, Argentina's economy largely revolved

around the export of meats and agricultural products, such as

grains and cereals (Baer 1972). The benefits of the economic

activity in these sectors accrued to a fairly small class of

land and ranch owners that controlled the resources on which

these businesses were based, and these owners formed the

basis of the political groups that would control Argentina

until President Yrigoyen took power in 1916. Also important

were the groups that facilitated the trade of its

agricultural and meat products. Since Buenos Aires was the

chief port through which these goods passed, political power

began to center itself in this area. Great Britain,

Argentina's chief trade partner, provided manufactured goods,

chiefly consumer durables and military equipment and

advisors, in exchange for Argentinian primary productsD This

trade structure cemented Buenos Aires as the power center of

Argentina, and with the addition of those businessmen who



facilitated international trade, the political power base was

complete (O'Donnell 1978).

It is interesting to note that at this point the

political power base had shifted very little from the

unitarios that controlled the latifundia on which the

agricultural exports were based. The cement that now held

the unitarios in Buenos Aires at the forefront of Argentinian

politics was, as we have seen, based on the export of primary

products. The value of those exports had risen to almost 600

million pesos by 1916

Argentine GNP.

a substantial proportion of

Probably most imortant for our purposes is the impact

that the volume and profitability of these primary exports

had on the political system. Those exports allowed the

landowning aristocracy to become entrenched in power before

constitutional rule was established between 1853 and 1862 by

giving them economic profits that no other groups could

match. The aristocracy was thus in a unique position to

guide the development of Argentinian political institutions,

and it certainly was not afraid to do so in a way that

benefitted its own interests. Indeed, the elite circle of

Aristocrats (sometimes referred to as the Generation of 1880)

held the "keys to economic, social, and political power

(Smith 1978)." They gained control of the military, arranged

the ruling party, the Partisto Autonomista Nacional, in such

a way that it became a puppet of the ruling class, and



"restricted the decision-making process to their own circles

(Smith 1978)u" Congress was not a place where the public as a

whole was represented, and the aristocracy went so far as to

openly rig elections.

The stage was now set for political conflict because

the interests in Buenos Aires did not represent the masses

that lived in the interior. These masses were largely those

who worked to produce Argentina's primary products. However,

a small portion were craftsmen who produced a number of labor

intensive, low-tech consumer goods. These craftsmen were for

tle most part unable to compete with British imports, and

they were unable to do much more than raise themselves

slightly above the poverty level of the rest of the masses

(Teitel 1986). A good example of these craftsmen were those

who used traditional methods to produce textiles. While

occupying a small niche because of their traditional appeal,

they were unable to compete on any large scale with British

textiles that were mass-produced using the most modern

industrial techniques. Another, and perhaps more salient,

example of craftsmen who were able to survive and even grow

in the import-export economy were those who learned to

service the manufactured goods imported from Great Britain.

As manufactured imports became more important to Argentina,

demand surfaced for workers who could service and repair

these goods. At this point service was not a terribly large

enterprise -- the manufactured imports had not reached a



complexity that required huge amounts of support. On the

other hand� these craftsmen were the beginnings of the urban

middle classa Although they had not yet advanced very far up

the social ladder, they were slightly better off then the

rest of the public. Over time, they were able to raise

themselves to a level where they could genuinely be described

as a middle class. Gradually the mass public and, in

particular, the small but growing middle class began to

clamor for political representation.

As this call for representation grew louder, a crisis

of participation began to emerge. Nearly everyone who had

been excluded from the political process Joined this call,

but the most effective, organized, and respected groups came

to be known as the Radical movement. At the center of the

Radical movement stood the new middle class groups, the

nouveaux riches landowners, and a few discontented

aristocrats (Smith 1978). In response to these calls for

admission to the political process the Conservative leaders

of the old elite decided to allow greater participation.

They enacted an electoral reform package in 1912 that was

designed to give the Radicals more political power. Their

reasoning was that they could coopt the strength of the

Radicals by giving them enough voice to disarm their claims

of non-representation while still preserving Conservative

control. In 1916, shortly after this reform package was

passed, the first Radical President, Hipolito Yrigoyen was
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elected President.

This Conservative strategy was ultimately to

b sc k f i 1'-'e .. While the Conservatives did not want the reforms

which they implemented to give the Radicals firm control of

the government, the accelerating socio-economic changes made

Radical control almost inevitable. As the middle classes

grew and urban labor became more and more important, these

groups swelled the ranks of the Radicals. Electoral reform

and demographic changes greatly expanded the size of the

electorate, and the majority of the new voters supported the

Radicals (Kling 1956). The Conservatives were ill-prepared to

deal with the forces they unleashed through reform, and,

stunned and complacent, they watched the Radicals win

consecutive victories at the polls. By the mid 1920s the

Radicals held almost all political power, and they would

continue to do so until they were overthrown by a military

coup Ln 1930 ..

The coup occurred when the Conservatives, fed up with

bei'rig f r....o z en out of their "tl'"'aditio'l'"Ia,I" dom i narrce of the

political arena formed a coalition with the military to wrest

power back from the Radicals. A growing economic crisis

culminating with the Great Depression contributed to the

upheaval and gave the Conservatives a concrete Radical

failure to point to as they took control (Schnitz 1984). The

growing crisis disrupted the economic structure that had

developed to this point. While the Conservatives were not
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happy about having lost political power, their socio-economic

status had not been directly threatened by the initial

Radical takeover. However, as the Great Depression hit the

world economy, demand for Argentina's exports dropped, and at

the same time supplies of manufactured imports dropped

significantly (Hirschman 1968}c This directly threatened the

old landed aristocracy by harming their ability to earn a

profit using their substantial material resources. The

threat of losing profits as a result of the declining

economic situation when combined with the Conservative

dissatisfaction with their loss of political power was enough

to prompt the coup in 1930. The military was dissatisfied not

only with Argentina's economic health, but also with

Yrigoyen's meddling in military affairs. They were more than

willing to go along with the Conservatives.

It is important to realize that the coup took place

Just as the Great Depression was taking hold of the world

economy� This has important implications for what the

Conservative/Military coalition was able to do. Until this

point, Argentinian history had largely been dominated by a

struggle between the landed aristocracy and the slowly

growing middle class which the import-export economy had

fostered. The Great Depression was to fundamentally alter

the nature of the economic activities that were profitable in

Argentina, and thus it altered the nature of the traditional

sources of political power. When the Great Depression hit,
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demand for Argentina's exports dropped, and, at the same

time, supplies of manufactured imports dropped significantly

<Hirschman 196B).

The reduction in export earnings the

Conservative coalition by undermining their source of

i ·(,corne .. As exports generated less and less of Argentina's

GNP, the Conservative's power base shrank as well. Probably

more importantly, the reduction of manufactured imports

provided an opportunity for the development of consumer

manufacturing within the Argentinian economy. Th i s mearlt , i r,

turn7 that the craftsmen who had been unable to compete with

British imports now had the opportunity to expand their

enterprises, and they ultimately developed into what would be

Argentina's consumer durables industry <Hirschman 1968). As

the new manufacturing class grew, people who had previously

been employed in the traditional sectors were able to shift

into the new sectors, and as their wealth grew, so did their

political power. In effect, the Conservatives had regained

power at the same time that world events favored the Radical

coal it i 0 rr, For example, many of the workers who had been

trained to fix radios that were imported were able to develop

their own radio production facilities (Cornblit 1976). This

pattern is similar in all of Argentina's new consumer

durables industries. As a result, the new factory owners had

strong ties to the Radical coalition, and the Radical

coalition definitely benefitted from their association with
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the new businessmen.

The outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 further

curtailed the availability of manufactured imports, and this

meant that the growing manufacturing and consumer goods

sectors were insulated from virtually all

cornpet it i 0'(1" These protected industries experienced a surge

in growth, while at the same time the power of the old

Conservative coalition continued to erode. A new power base,

made up of what 0' Del '(1""1 e 1 I calls "Popul ists" (Klare.,.., arid

Bossert 1986, p.241) -- the urban workers, domestic factory

owners, and other elements of the growing middle class -

grew out of the old Radical political party and nominally

gained control of the political arena.

Juan Domingo Peron in 1946.

The Populists elected

In the Peron government we see a perfect example of

the way in which regime type and political (internal) forces

affect pattern of development. Peron immediately implemented

an official policy of what is known as Import Substituting

Industrialization (lSI). This policy is aimed at stimulating

the growth of domestic industries by taking advantage of

domestic demand for consumer goods. The domestic suppliers

are protected by a system of tariffs, quotas, and other

import restrictions. In effect, foreign sources of consumer

goods are cut off leaving a protected opening of which

domestic businessmen can take advantage. Because these

protectionist devices directly benefit those people who own



domestic consumer goods manufacturing companies, one would

expect that these new businessmen would fight for them.

Indeed, this is precisely what we see happening. As the new

industrialists gained economic clout during the Great

Depression's de facto protection of them, they also became

more mobilized into the political arena. By the time Peron

was elected, they were able to push through the protectionist

lSI policies that would benefit them most"

At the same time that the populists were asserting

their newfound power, the economy began to exhibit the

problems that lSI typically brings. First, emphasis was

placed on the production of consumer durables that had

previously been supplied by British companies, and this

emphasis was achieved at the expense of the development of

intermediate industries. For example, the category of

consumer durables inludes such things as automobiles,

refrigerators, washing machines, and stoves. (Teitel 1986)

The production of these products depended on the input of

intermediate goods like machined steel, electrical

components, and plastics. Without a developed intermediate

goods industry, the production of consumer goods could only

progress so far. In the absence of an adequate intermediate

goods industry, the consumer goods industry was unable to get

enough intermediated goods to finish their products. Thus

result the "development bottlenecks that are often associated

with lSI" In Argentina the growing consumer goods industry
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depended on the intermediate goods businesses that had

developed prior to the implementation of the lSI policies,

and these businesses were extremely inefficient by world

standards -- certainly they did not have the capability to

support the growing consumer goods industry (Schnitz 1984).

The second characteristic of lSI stems from this

divergence between consumer goods and intermediate inputs.

The only alternative to the Argentinian intermediate goods

industry was foreign exchange. Although the protectionist

devices of lSI closed out most foreign sources, some

exception was made for intermediate products -- the lSI

protection devices were aimed at the protection of the

consumer goods industry_ The problem was that Argentina had

sacrificed much of its export capacity to develop its

consumer goods industries at the same time that demand for

its primary products was falling off. Hence, Argentina was

not able to generate the foreign exchange necessary to

support its quest to find intermediate goods in foreign

countries. Argentina experienced a severe balance of

payments deficit, and this retarded growth in all sectors of

the Argentine economy. It also led to a number of drastic

devaluations of the Argentinian Peso (O'Donnell 197B). These

devaluations, coupled with high inflation rates, contributed

to the popular conception that the economy was falling

apart.

External forces also become important at this point.



As the popular perception of the state of the economy

fewer entrepreneurs were willing to make

investments in long term endeavors. Thus, investment had to

come from outside sources. Our FIP indicator shows that

foreign investment dependence skyrocketed in 1954.

Foreign investments came with a price however. Most

foreign investors demanded that more capital i l'"ltel'"lsi ve

techniques comparable to those used in the modern industrial

well""I d. For example, decorative metal works were now made on

assembly line rather than by hand by a blacksmith. This

trend was true in most industries, but it was particularly

strong in those heavily funded by foreign sources because

with a higher proportion of foreign investment, foreign

actors have more influence in technological choices. In

effect, the more capital intensive techniques froze the less

highly skilled and educated workers out of the labor market.

This worsened the income distribution in the country and may

have contributed to the growing popular dissatisfaction with

the ecortomy ,

As popular dissatisfaction with the state of the

economy grew, the populist control of the political arena

be 9 al'"I to wal'"le. This is reflected in the rights index (FREE)

beginning in 1950. The military forced Peron to leave office

in 1955, and we see a significant worsening of the rights

index at this time. A series of political struggles

involving populist, CCtl'"lservat i ve, and military elements
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occurs b�tween 1955 and 1965, and this is also reflected in

the rights index. Note that as the military plays a greater

role in the political process, the rating for civil and

political rights worsens. As the level of political conflict

increased, effective rates of protection (ERP) became more

variable, indicating that the tensions growing between the

various political elements was affecting the commitment to

and the emphasis of the country's lSI policy. Because the

ERP is an average annual effective rate, changes in tariff

rates in individual sectors affects the overall value.

Havrylyshyn (1982) suggests that as the government sought to

balance the competing interests, tariff rates might become

more variable.

The political struggles between the populists and the

conservative/military coalition came to a head in 1966 when

the military overthrew the 111ias presidency. 0' DO),"lY"Ie 11 ' s

this eve),",t as the tra)'"lsi t iO)'"1 to

Bureaucratic-Authoritarianism provides a useful framework for

understanding how the political coalitions worked to shape

the internal forces that affected development patterns. He

explains that the populist supported Peronist government was

overthrown by a military/technocratic coalition. On the

agenda of this coalition was the stimulation of economic

g r-owth. The mechanism that they were going to use to achieve

this growth was the development of export industries. Export

industries would not only serve the interests of the
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coalition directly by putting money into their pockets, it

would also solve the balance of payments problem and help to

stabilize the disruptive swings that the economy had

experienced to that point.

The implementation of this shift towards export

oriented industrialization is reflected in the sharp drop in

the level of effective protection in the year following the

coup. General Ongania used the power of the military to

freeze out the populist groups that had a vested interest in

maintaining the economic status quo. In attempting to

promote export industries, it was important to limit the

power of the labor unions. By shrinking wages, the new

coalition could boost earnings and improve the terms of

trade. The bulk of the actual growth in export oriented

sectors came in the traditional agricultural and meat

packaging areas, although chemical exports were a notable and

important addition (UNCTAD 1978). The earnings from these

exports were pointed to as evidence of economic stabilization

and were reinvested in other export enterprises. The

consumer goods industry suffered because they were once again

subJect to foreign competition, and their workers no longer

benefitted from free and active labor unions -- although some

consumer goods businesses were able to make some headway in

export markets, and some, in fact, were shifted into

export-oriented activities. It is interesting to note that

although Argentina's resource-based comparative advantage was
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arguably in primary agricultural and meat products, to meet

with IMF aid requirements the new coalition spent time and

resources trying to develop non-traditional export sectors.

This was successful in the chemicals sector but was much less

successful in the intermediate goods sector (Westphal 1982).

The emphasis that the new government placed on the

development of intermediate goods was another clear break

from the historical pattern, and it is another good example

of how regime change and internal forces affect patterns of

deve 1 opmerlt II These intermediate goods were not, howevet.... ,

earmarked for the domestic market. Rather, they were

intended as export products, and thus the benefits that they

might have had in improving the efficiency of Argentina's

consumer goods sector in large part was lost (Balassa 1983).

Moreover, the techniques used in the new intermediate goods

category were fairly capital intensive (although the same

trend is not apparent in the agricultural and meat sectors),

and thus the domestic benefits of this expanded sector

accrued to a relatively small group of people. While foreign

investment dependence is dropping at this time, intermediate

goods investments still often came from foreign sources. By

1970, income distribution had declined, and the economy was

While the public

perceived the economy as failing, this was not in fact the

case. Although inflation was rising, actual GDP was actually

rising at a fairly constant rate during this entire period.
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(see Figue #_) The popular perception of economy as failing

was likely do to fluctuations in inflation and in patterns of

employment, while in reality we can see that, at least as

measured by GDP, the economy was adjusting quite well to

these shocks.

As the perceived economic outlook worsened, the

well. Thepolitical arena began to adjust as

had begun to liberalize,technocratic/military coalition

feeling succesful in their attempt to improve the economy.

The leaders did not share the popular view that economic

conditions were declining. Moreover, their liberalization

was another attempt to coopt the opposition. Political and

civil rights had dramatically improved, and the populists had

regained some of their power. Indeed, by 1971, the pro-Peron

presidential candidate Lanusse had been installed, promising

to bring economic prosperity and, more importantly,

stability, to the country. By 1973, Peron was again sent to

the Presidential office by popular vote. Peron brought with

him his old protectionist ideas, and rates of protection

skyrocketed, reaching an all time high in 1975. Under Peron,

the economy quickly worsened, and political crisis approached

in much the way it had in 1966.

Peron died in 1975, and was briefly succeeded by his

wife Isabel. Inheriting the problems to which her husband had

contributed, her government was overthrown by a military coup

in 1976. Export-oriented policies were again quickly
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implemented, but this time more emphasis was placed on

Argentina's traditional, natural resource based sectors.

Green technology was implemented, and in contrast with the

previous period, consumer goods were entirely

discounted. Additionally, the intermediate goods industries

began to be modernized for the benefits that they could

provide Argentina internally. The economy seemed to be on

the upswing through 1980, but the benefits of this upswing

did not flow to as many people as it could have because the

increased capital intensity of many of the projects meant

that fewer new Jobs were being created.

Several factors, both internal and external, can be

used to explain these events. After the coup, the old

Conservative/Military coalition was again in power, and the

drastic worsening of political and civil rights at this time

indicates that the new government was paying very little

attention to popular demands. Indeed, the torture,

disappearances, and executions that took place during this

time are well documented (Amnesty International 1981), and

reflect the fact that the ruling elite would brook little

opposition. The implementation of Green technology also

directly benefitted an important element of those in power

the old landowning aristocracy. Large landowners could now

work the land using the most modern techniques, generatin�

higher yields and higher profits. At the same time, costs

went down over time because fewer workers were needed to work
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in the fields. Although the policy of implementing Green

technology hurt the workers, the type of regime in power was

such that the government did not take account of their

interests. In other words, with fewer political and civil

rights, the workers were less able to place demands on the

government.

At the same time we see an increase in the level of

foreign investment dependence. We have seen that the ruling

coalition did not neglect the intermediate goods industries

after the '76 coup. There are two reasons for this. First,

some of the intermediate goods owners had managed to work

their way into the ruling coalition, and second, that ruling

coalition knew that the intermediate goods sector was crucial

to the continued health and growth of the Argentine economy.

The fact that more capital intensive techniques were used in

these industries reflects three facts. First, there was a

perception among the ruling elite that implementing the most

modern techniques would give Argentina the best chance to

increase its growth. Second, the capital intensive

techniques would benefit the plantowners and an elite circle

of skilled workers rather than the large number of unskilled

workers that had accumulated in Argentina's urban area.

Finally, the growing involvement of foreign capital meant

that there was greater pressure to implement capital

intensive techniques, as foreign investors tend to prefer to

put their money into projects that are similar to ones that
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they have seen work in their own countries. Addi t i one Ll y ,

the IMF often supported the use of these technologies

(particularly Green technologies), and this was another

impetus for the development of capital intensive techniques.

Statistical Evaluation�

Given this history of the conditions in Argentina, we

can turn now to the evaluation of the three theories as they

relate to the Argentinian case. First we will consider the

three theories using effective rates of protection as the

dependent variable.

For the first theory, predicting that internal forces

are more important, we regressed effective rates of

protection against the freedom index of Freedom House.

Regressing ERP against the freedom index (FREE) alone yielded

an adjusted R-squared of 0.36. (Significant coefficient)

Turning to external forces, we regressed foreign investment

aga i l'"ISt ERP. This yielded an adjusted

R-squared of -0.01, and neither the regression nor the

coefficient was significant. When both factors were

accounted for in a multiple regression with ERP being

regressed against both FREE and FIP, the adJusted R-squared

was 0.45. The FREE coefficient was significant with a P-value

of virtually zero, while the P-value for FIP was now 2.6�.

Turning to capital intensity rating (CI R) as al'"I

indicator for the dependent variable, we tested the three
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theories in the same way" Regressing eIR on FREE for theory

one (internal forces), the adjusted R-squared was 0"07, with

a P-value of 8.8%. Regressing eIR on FIP for theory two

(external forces) yielded an adjusted R-squared of 0.23 with

a P-value of 0.5�. Regressing eIR on both FREE and FIP

yielded an adjusted R-squared of 0.24. The P-value for FREE

was 23. 1� while the P-value for FIP was 1.0%

Taken together, these results indicate at first

glance that in Argentina, theory three works better for both

indicators of the dependent variable. While the correlation

between FREE and ERP is the highest, including FIP does

increase explanatory power in the multiple regression. The

correlation between FIP and eIR is second highest, but

including FREE as an explanatory variable does slightly

increase the R-squared value. On the other hand, with a

P-value of 23�, this increase is probably the result of

adding an additional variable. In sum, while internal forces

as indicated by FREE have the most explanatory power for

effective rates of protection, foreign investment dependence

as indicated by FIP also help to explain patterns of

development. External forces CFIP) have the most power to

explain the capital intensity of development pattern (eIR),

and including FREE does little to provide any additional

amount of explanatory power.

These results clearly make sense in the Agentinian

context. The conclusion that both internal and external
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forces are needed to explain rates of protection reflects the

historical events that we have seen in Argentina. The

political rights index is by far the more powerful in

explaining ERP because the changes in regime that caused the

changes in FREE occurred because of power shifts withhin the

country. When the Conservatives were in power, we see low

rates of protection, reflecting the fact that an

export-import economy best benefits them. However, when

Radicals were in power, a broader range of interests were

able to effectively place demands on the government.

Protection of industry benefits this broader range of

interests. At the same time we must account for a small

effect that external forces seem to have on rates of

protection. I would contend that in Argentina, the external

forces essentially raised protection rates because foreign

sources of capital saw protected industries as being safer

investments. In other words, because the protected

industries did not have to face foreign competition, they

were more attractive investments in the short run. Moreover,

since foreign investment was highest during the Peronist

periods, we would expect that the people that were receivng

these investments would push for higher rates of protection.

The notable caveat is the increase in FIP Just before 1980,

and ERP did not increase because of the strong free-trade

orientation of the government.

Turning to capital intensity, we have concluded that
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external forces are the maJor determinant of the kind of

techniques employed in industry. This makes sense because to

a large degree the investor was able to control the kind of

techniques used. When investment came mostly from

Argentinian sources,

techniques are used.

we saw that more labor intensive

This can be explained by two facts.

First, labor intensive techniques were cheaper to implement,

and they could have been physically implemented with little

foreign assistance. Second, labor intensive techniques could

have been thought of as being the appropriate technology for

a labor and land abundant economy.

On the other hand, as foreign investment dependence

increased, we saw an increase in the capital intensity of the

techniques employed. One reason for this was the preference

of foreign investors for endeavors that are similar to ones

that had been profitable for them at home. These were in

large part very capital intensive. Second, the IMF has often

suggested countries implement more capital intensive

techniques in the hope that they would be more profitable,

allowing the country to more quickly payoff its IMF

obligations. Finally, there was often a popular perception

in developing countries that modern capital intensive

techniques were the key to fast economic growth and respect

in the world community. This was true in Argentina,

particularly after the second Peronist period.

Unfortunately, Argentina lacked the resources and knowledge
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to implement these more capital intensive techniques herself,

and had to get foreign help in order to use them. I r. othe .......

even if Argentina wanted to implement capital

intensive techniques, the limiting factor was foreign

willingness to provide them.

In Argentina Theory 3 works best to explain effective

rates of protection, and Theory 2 works �est to explain

relative capital-labor intensity. We have seen how internal

factors can combine to shape patterns of

economic development, and the conclusions that we have Just

drawn could not have been made without first taking a look at

the Argentinian historical context.
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Chapter Three: Brazil

Having undergone profound socioeconomic changes since

the Great Depression of the 19305 and especially since WWII,

Brazil is a perfect country in which to apply this research

approach. After looking at the historical background that is

important in understanding the Brazillian case, we will be

able to put the statistical evaluation of the three theories

into a proper perspective. We will find that in Brazil,

Theory 3 works better than either Theory 1 or Theory 2 to

explain pattern of development as indicated by effective

rates of protection. For explaining pattern of development

as indicated by relative capital-labor intensity, we will

find that Theory 2 works better than either Theory 3 or

Theory 1.

Historical Background:

The indicators that we are using for pattern of

development have varied a great deal during Brazil's

history. In order to understand the effects of the internal

forces, as indicated by the Freedom House index, and the

external forces, as indicated by foreign investment

dependence, we need to examine the historical context in

which these variations took place. This context includes

both changes in the economic and political structure of the

country as well as the effect of foreign actors. Because the

political actors with the most clout have derived their power



from their historical involvement in profitable economic

activity� we will first consider the early economic history

of the country and its relation to the establishment of

political elites.

Brazil was not considered by Portugal to be a

particularly rich prize, especially during its early colonial

period. The Portuguese did not capture the same immediate

economic benefit from their colony that the Spanish did from

some of their colonies such as Peru and Mexico. The Brazilian

territory was only sparsely inhabited by nomadic indians who

could not be readily trained and disciplined for plantation

work (Baer 1983). Simply put, Brazil did not have a large

population that could be put to use by Portuguese

conquerors. This dearth of manpower, coupled with the lack

of obvious economic benefits, led to a "decentralized

political-economic organization of the colony (Baer 1983,

p.14)u" Only the main outlines of policy were set forth in

Europe while the implementation and interpretation were left

to governors and municipal councils (Glade 1969). These

political institutions were dominated by the owners of large

rural estates and those businessmen who were involved in the

production of Brazil's first great export product --

sugar.

The cultivation of sugar was introduced around 1520,

and this enterprise rapidly spread until it had developed

into the first of a series of primary export cycles that were

to dominate Brazil's economy and growth until well into the



twentieth century (Freyre 1946). Most of the sugar was grOWYl

on large estates, and increases in productivity were based ot,

employing a greater number of slaves on a given area of lan�

r-·ather-· tha·n 0·(, any substanti\/E! chaY·lge i·n iJ"r"'oc1uctior·,

• l....
"t eel In 1 q u.es .. The sugar export sector was profitable for a

number of social groups: the estate owners, those engaged in

marketing, financing, shipping� and slave trading.

profits of the sugar export sector benefit;ed all of these

social groups, this represented only a small fraction of the

people living in the country. The distribution of this

income was extremely unequal, and the legacy of this pattern

of concentration of income and ownership can be seen in

Brazil even today"

export of sugar, a small group of traders grew wealthy

importing various commodities. At this point, the colony was

almost totally dependent on foreign manufactures and even on

some imported foodstuffs (Baer 19S3)"

During the early part of the seventeenth century�

Brazil was the leading exporter ot sugar in the international

economy, but this began to fade by the end of seventeenth

The decline of the Brazilian sugar export industry

was brought about by the increasing quantity of sugar

supplies in British, Dutch, and French colonies which had

preferential access to the markets of their respective mother

countries, but this decline did not lead to the disappearance

of the sugar plantationsn At most, some of the plantations



switched to the production of other commodities such as

tobacco and cocao. The impact of the sugar export cycle was

to leave human resources undeveloped and the distribution of

resources and income highly concentrated. This impact

reflects several facts about the sugar sector. Being based

on a concentrated pattern of land ownership, the direct

profits of the sugar exports did not trickle down to the

workers who actually picked the sugarcane. Also, since there

was no reason for a plantation worker to need an education,

large groups of the labor pool remained uneducated.

As the sugar export industry was declining? a new

export commodity stepped in to help fuel Brazilian economic

growth. The discovery of gold in the center-south area of

the colony quickly led to the development of another

export-import cycle. Gold production increased steadily

during the 17005, and it has been claimed that Brazil was

responsible for half of the world's gold output in the

eighteenth century (Glade 1969). Along with the new export

sector came demographic, social� and economic

transformation. Workers came from allover Brazil to take

advantage of the new finds, and many new towns emerged to

support the extraction activities. These contained more

complex occupational structures than had been present under

the old sugar arrangements. For example, an artisan sector

emerged and private banking groups appeared. Additionally,

the new trade resulted in Rio de Janeiro's emergence as a



major port. This city quickly became the chief port through

which exports flowed and manufactured imports came. Soon,

all of Brazil's major mercantile houses� financial

institutions, and other service activities were located

there.

With the substantial increase in the value of the

Brazilian colony, the Portuguese government dramatically

tightened its administrative controls. The mining districts

became closely supervised, and the shipping industry became

highly regulated. This represents the first major

involvement of government in the economy. Moreover, this

government involvement helped give the small elite that held

power in Brazil -- an elite whose roots grew out of its

unique position in the Brazilian economy even more

influence. The government needed people who knew the

workings of the sectors that it was going to control, and it

seems only natural that it would turn to the owners and

businessmen who had that knowledge to help them implement

their policies. The owners were willing to take part because

this way they maintained at least a degree of control over

their businesses.

The gold cycle came to an end in the latter part of

the eighteenth century as most of the mines began to run out

of reserveSR This was a particularly difficult time for

Brazil because the old institutional structures were without

a commodity with which to operate (Baer 1983), and it was



also at this time that Brazil was to gain its independence.

Independence for Brazil began when Napoleon occupied

Portugal in 1807. Under British protection the Portugese

r-oy a I f am i Ly set sail for Br-az i L, end in 181218, it established

Rio de Janeiro as the capital of the Portugese empire. Wi th

this shift from colonial status to central power status,

Brazil began a new set of socio-economic changes. Whi l e

Brazil was too isolated from Europe to actually wield the

influence of a central power, the Portugese monarchy was

determined to give Brazil at least the trappings of global

i mpor...t ance , The crown established a new government sector,

and implemented a major �ush for the deve�opment of the

Brazilian infrastructure, a part of development that had

until this point been neglected. The crown also founded a

number of higher education institutions and tried stimulate a

variety of industrial activities (Prado 1967). As the crown

tried to transform the Brazilian state into a worthy seat for

the monarchy, the government became more and more involved in

the economy and in the control of the direction of

deve 1 opmerrc , Further, the class of elites that helped to

control the country became even more firmly entrenched.

It quickly became obvious that the crown was

going to return Brazil to its previous subordinate status,

and the increasing discontent throughout the colony drove the

regent to declare its independence in 1822�
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independent nation, Brazil would fit into the world arena

quite well. Like many other nations of the periphery,

Brazil�s economy was based on exporting primary goods to

Great Britain while at the same time importing British

manufactured goods. A new export commodity also arose at

this time. Originally grown as a specialty item, coffee

exploded in importance In the nineteenth century with exports

of this product expanding almost twenty-fold between 1820 and

1890.

The production of this new commodity fit well into

traditional framework of concentrated ownership and profit

distribution. The old plantation structure quickly adapted

to the growth of coffee when it became evident how profitable

coffee exports could be. In fact, many of the same families

that had owned sugar plantations were now in control of the

new coffee plantations. Additionally, some of the families

that had become wealthy exporting gold were able to buy into

the export sector, but no new groups Joined the elites that

had established themselves to this point. Although new land

was utilized for the cu_tivation of the coffee crop, only

those people who had the economic and political clout

necessary to establish and defend titles� i.e. the old

elites, were able to take advantage of the expansion. The

major differences between the sugar and coffee plantation

owners was the increased commercial awareness of the coffee

exporters and their willingness to embrace the government as

-�-



legitimate apparatus for furthering their economic goals

CBaer 1983). For example, the coffee growers were quite

willing to accept small taxes on their exports in order to

have the help of the state in opening new export markets and

in maintaining control of their labor�

At this time, we also see the beginnings of the

influence of internal and external forces as we are

considering them in this study. The political elites who

controlled the government were almost entirely responsible

for the decisi�ns that affected patterns of development. For

example, they set up laws that protected a monopoly on

shipping that had grown up during the years that the

Portugese crown had been located in Brazil. In addition, we

also begin to see the involvement of external forces as

well. The emergence of railroads to carry coffee from the

plantations to the shipyards helped coffee growers become

more profitable, but the actual building of these railroads

was accomplished with British capital and engineers.

Another important event was the abolition of slavery

in 1888. Many of the plantation owners were able to take

advantage of immigrant labor, and they actively promoted

European immigration before 188B. With the abolition of

slavery, labor relations began to alter. Although the

average laborer was still very poor, the class would later

develop into a very important segment of the Brazilian

society, and although that process would take many years, the

-�-



beginnings of it occur here. Moreover, the profitability of

coffee-growing depended on the availability of immigrant

labor, so that even though the distribution of income

remained concentrated, the importance of the laborers cannot

be discounted.

The extremely profitable coffee-exporting economy was

to lead Brazil into the twentieth century and also into its

first real taste of industrialization. Industrial growth

became significant in the 1880s. This was first apparent in

the textile industries after a tariff was imposed on British

textile imports. The Brazilian textile industry grew quite

rapidly, but it is important to note that at this time the

tariff was implemented as a revenue raising device and not as

a way to promote the domestic textiles industry.

Nevertheless, cotton textile output increased more than

tenfold betweenn 1885 and 1905 and an almost doubling of

output in the ten years after that (Stein 1957). By the

19205, Brazilian textile manufacturers produced enough

textiles to cover almost 90� of domestic demand.

Much of the industrialinzation of this time followed

the pattern of the textiles industry. Other light industries

that were developing include the clothing, shoe, and food

industries. As we have noted, the main driving force behind

this early stage of industrialization was the I!coffee boom

based on free immigrant labor (Baer et al 1973).!1 Substantial

improvements to the infrastructure that had been financed by
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planters and foreign capital "pr-ov i ded t he set t i '(lg for-

greater local industrial output and gradually created a

demaY'ld for- locally pr-oduced spar-'e par
...ts (Baer'" 19837 p, 38) II"

Moreover, the large immigrant population provided a large

market for cheap consumer goods .. Interestingly, many of

these industries were controlled by importers. Hav i rq;;}

decided that they could make a bigger profit by manufacturing

the COMmodities domestically rather than importing them from

foreign sources, these entrepreneurs shifted their knowledge

of these commodities into production oriented activities

(Dean 1969). This occurred in industries whose products had

such a high weight-to-cost ratio that even utilizing low

technology domestic production techniques more than covered

the cost of shipping from Europe.

Other industries did not really begin to develop

until the 19205. Still driven by the coffee sector, we see at

this time a rapid rate of expansion in metal productsu This

is reflected in the emergence of new small steel plants and

capital goods enterprises. These were developed as a way to

support the growing demands for infrastructural development ..

Domestic cement production also began at about this time.

Financed by coffee profits, these sectors expanded until the

Great Depression.

We should also briefly consider at least one aspect

of political development to this point. Brazil was

established as a republic in 1889,

-53-
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abolition of slavery. Partly in an attempt to encourage

immigration, a constitution was drawn up that provided for

political rights and a democratic system of government.

Although in reality the elites still maintained control of

the economy through their superior economic and political

positions, legal avenues were opened through which other

groups could enter the political arena as their strength and

relative socioeconomic position improved. The adoption of

the constitution set the stage for many of the political

developments and events that would occur up until modern

times by setting up the framework within which political

competition and conflict would occur. Essentially, this

conflict occurred as new groups gained economic power and

demanded a concurrent increase in their political power and

as the old elites resisted these demands. A good example of

this trend is the development of labor organizations during

this period. The constitution made it possible for labor to

organize, and as economic growth led them to move up the

social ladder, they began to ask for more political rights.

The old elites resisted this because the new groups

threatened their traditional monopoly on political power. By

the 1920's new industries had sprung up, and the owners of

these new industries also began to insert themselves into the

political arena. Indeed, as the new industries developed in

the 19205, the owners of these industries began to look for

greater economic power, and this pattern explodes after the

impact of the Great Depression.
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The impact of the Great Depression on Brazil was

similar to its impact on most other Latin American

courrt ...... i es .. The value of Brazilian primary product exports

plummeted, and, at the same time, the supply of manufactured

consumer goods from foreign sources declined dramatically.

Between 1929 and 1931 the value of Brazilian coffee exports

fell from US$445.9 million to US$180.6 million, and the

Brazilian terms of trade had dropped by 50 percent. The

implemented programs to support the coffee

industry �ncluding production quotas and government purchases

of surplus product.

The decline of imports of manufactured consumer goods

combined with the continued demand for these products and the

increase in incomes as a result of the coffee support

programs acted as a catalyst for a dramatic surge in

industrial production. This was accomplished in a variety of

manufactured goods industries, and industrial capacity nearly

doubled in the eight years between 1928 and 1936u These new

industries created opportunities for employment and helped to

increase the standing of industrial labor as a social class

and as a political actor. The Depression had thus

fundamentally altered the structure of the economy upon which

the traditional political elites were based. The political

elites, based on the old patterns of income and power

cctl'"lce,(,t rat i C''(I,

cc.'(,cel",t rat i 0,(,.

began to see an erosion of this

Moreover., u'(,der the
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arrangement of the republic, the old elites could not legally

lock the new class out of the political arena. On the other

hand, they believed in their own ability to implement

election laws and structure political parties to thhe extent

that they did not feel particularly threatened by the rise of

the new groups. Those new groups are known as the populists

(O'Donnell 1978).

Industrialization slowed during WWII, and although

demand for Brazil's primary exports rebounded slightly�

export earnings did not approach their pre-war and

pre-Depression level. Dissatisfaction with Brazil's economic

performance began to grow domestically, and by 1945, the

presidential election was dominated by discussion of what

should be done about the economy. By this time, the old

elites had lost enough power and the new Populist classes had

gained enough power that a candidate promising to help the

industrial sector was elected. Enrico Dutra implemented

policies to protect Brazil's growing industrial sectors.

Effective rates of protection skyrocketed, and other policies

such as import quotas were implemented. Getulio Vargas was

elected president in 1951 promising to do an even more

effective Job of aiding the Brazilian economy. By the

election of 1951, Brazil had completely embraced the dogma of

import-substituting industrialization (lSI).

Brazil's lSI policies were, at first glance, very

effective. Industrialization was occurring at a feverish

-%-



pitch, and because Brazil had a more highly than average

developed intermediate and capital goods sector, the typical

p r-ob l ems that lSI causes did not become immediately

Although the intermediate and capital goods.

sectors were not ignored, the fact that they were implemented

in a highly protected environment meant that they did not

have to maximize efficiency in order to survive. Inefficient

management techniques, inappropriate technological decisions,

and a host of other problems that go along with protected

industries plagued both the Brazilian intermediate and

consumer goods industries. As a result we began to see

developmel'lt "bottle·flecks" that were so o ft er. associated with

lSI. With so many new people looking to buy consumer goods,

and with the inability of the intermediate and finished

consumer goods industries to meet this demand, an economic

Slowdown foreshadowed the economic crisis that would help

contribute to the military coup in 1964.

As a result of the growing dissatisfaction with the

economy, Vargas was forced to resign and was succeeded by

Oliviera. He remained in power until Quadros was elected

president in 1961. He also was quickly forced to resign and

Joao Goulart took over for him from the position of

v i ce+pr-es i derrt , This series of elections and forced

resignations can be seen as representing the conflict between

the old elite political sectors and the newly mobilized

Populist sectors. The changes of political power and the
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character of the various regimes led to the gradual decline

of effective rates of protection.

As the economic situation worsened, political

instabilty continued to increase, more and more demands were

placed on the government by the people who were dissatisfied

with the state of the economy. The specific problems to

which they pointed were inflation and severe balance of

payments problems. These problems came to a head in the

early 1960s with both political and economic pressures

reaching a climax in 1964 when President Goulart, having

declared the constitution irrelevent to the problems of the

day and having also alienated the military, was overthrown in

a military coup. The worsening political situation is

reflected in Brazil's FREE index, with a dramatic decline in

political and civil rights apparent starting in 1962.

As the new military government, led by General

Castelo Branco, took power,

policies.

it

The

abandoned Brazil's

import-substituting

essentially made

new government was

up of what O'Donnell calls a

military-technocratic coalition. The technocrats represented

the interests of the old elite, and wanted to return to a

process of industrialization that was based on a strong

export-import economy. Additionally, they wanted to go

beyond the export of primary products and enter the realm of

manufactured exports. In their view, not only would a

reduction in tariff rates help the overall economy, it would

-�-



allow the implementation of export-oriented policies that

would serve their interests. Consequently, as the coup oak

place, there was an immediate and sharp reduction in the

effective rates of protection (ERP) that Brazil imposed.

The new government's plan for economic improvement

was rIot

however.....

limited to reductions in rates of protection,

The new government came in to power determined to

eliminate both political and economic instability, and the

technocrats had specific plans for achieving these ends. In

addition to the reductions in tariffs, the new government

thought that it was important to reduce inflation, eliminate

price distortion, modernize capital markets to facilitate

investment, create government sponsored incentives to direct

into sectors deemed most

foreign capital, and use government spending to stimulate

important sectors (Stepan 1973). Essentially, this begins an

era of government attempts to micro-manage the economy.

These events can be seen as a partnership between the

actual members of the government, the technocrats, and the

industrialists who owned Brazil's means of production. For

the first four to five years after the coup, the

industrialists were quite content to let the technocrats run

the ecor,omy. During this period, the government implemented

policies that were in line with the wishes of the

industrialists, or, as it might be more accurate to say, the

wishes of the industrialists coincided for a time with the

- 59-



technocratic perspective. The technocrats used various

incentive structures to direct investment into the sectors

controlled by the industrial class. For example, tax

incentives were used to direct private funds into the

northeast region of the country. These incentives were

overseen by the development agency called SUDENE (Baer 1983),

and were later extended into the Amazon basin. Also,

government investment expenditures remained an important

element of industrial capital sources, with virtually all of

these funds going to sources that would benefit the

industrial class.

steel production,

For example, infrastructural endeavors,

mining and petrochemicals were all

dominated by government investment and sponsorship (Syvrud

1974).

The industrialists became uneasy when the government

began to focus more and more on one specific element of their

economic scheme, the attraction of foreign capital. The

industrialists remembered the experience of the 19505 when

foreign multinational corporations first became important in

Brazil. Although the industrialists had benefitted from the

influx of capital, they had also suffered a dimunution of

their autonomy vis a vis the foreigners who controlled the

multinationals. Fearing that they would lose power and

autonomy again, the industrialists began to call for

liberalization of the political arena (Cardoso 1986). Their

belief was that, under a more liberal regime, they would be



more likely to be able to place effective demands on the

The fact that this might give other competing

social groups, such as labor, a stronger voice in government

did not seem to concern them.

These trends occurred against the backdrop of the

actual economic performance of post-coup Brazil. Although the

new government's policies for economic stabilization and

growth were implemented immediately, economic stagnation

lasted until 196B. This lag can be attributed to the fact

that many of the policies of the technocrats took several

years to be fully implemented. However, in 1968 Brazil began

remarkable period of growth that would last until 1975.

uA ....mnua I growth t-·ate of the GDP, which averaged o ....i l y 3.7"/. i r.

the period 1962-67, surged to yearly rates averaging 11.3"/. in

the years 1968-74 (Baer 1983, p.9S). The industrial sectors

led this growth, with the highest gains occurring in consumer

durables and chemicals. Traditional sectors such as

textiles, clothing and food products grew at much lower

rates. These patterns of growth reflect the technocratic

policies of the government.

It is interesting to note that these growth rates

were achieved without a great deal of dependence on foreign

This is in stark contrast to the growth of the

19505. The difference is that growth in the late 19605 and

early 1970s was achieved at much higher levels of capital

utilization (Baer 19S3). In other words, industries were



operating at much closer to maximum capacity than they had

been during the import-substituting period. Because they

were not carrying out business under heavily protected

conditions, they were forced to become more productive in

order to be competitive.

By 1975, growth was again beginning to slow down, and

it was at this point that the Brazilian government began to

actively recruit foreign capital. As we have seen, this

drove a wedge between the technocrats and the industrialists,

who now began to call for liberalization. Th i s ca 11 f0 ...'"

liberalization from the industrialists was, of CCIUr"se,

welcomed by the public. The public had actually seen a

gradual increase in their political and civil rights.

Furthermore, as the economy improved, the public, and in

particular labor, began to share in the economic rewards

generated by the growth. Labor began to place more demands

on the government to implement policies to help them, but at

this point the government began to tighten its grip on

labor. For example, in 1976, the minister for industry and

commerce was removed from office. Severo Gomes had supported

the return to a protectionist strategy for Brazilian

industry, and thus became a voice for the interests of

(In a protected industry, wages are not held down by

compef it i ve for-ces , With the r-e i mp Lemerrt a+ i on

protectionist devices, wages could have risen, and labor

would have benefitted.)



The economic slowdown that had begun in 1975

continued and grew worse in the last half of the 1970s. The

cause of this slowdown was the inability of the regime's

economic managers to cope with the oil price shocks of

1973-74. Brazil had to borrow large amounts of foreign

currency to buy oil to supply the needs of its growing

The debt burden that Brazil thus took on disrupted

not only the government's plans for continued economic

stability by destroying its investment incentive structures,

it also led to inflation and foreign exchange problems. The

Figuei)''''edcl adm i n i sb r-at i on, which tocdo( office iY"1 1979, faced

the difficult task of coping with inflation, increasing debt

service paymerrt s, growth.

Furtermore,

iY"lcreased,

as inflation and the debt service burden

Brazilian development payments, and stagnating

eCOY"IClm i c growt h.

Statistical Analysis:

Given this history of Brazil, we can now turn to the

empirical testing of the effects of internal and external

forces on development pattern. We will look at the

regression results for all three theories using both

effective rates of protection and capital intensity rating as

indicators for the dependent variable. First, we consider

effective rates of protection (ERP) as the dependent variable

i rrd i cat 0)'.... Regressing ERP on FREE for Theory 1 gives us an

adJusted R-squared of 0.35 with a P-value of 0�. For Theory 2



regressing ERP against FIP, we find an adjusted R-squared of

0.49 and a P-value of 0�. Multipally regressing ERP on both

FREE and FIP for Theory 3 yields an adjusted R-squared of

0.56, with the P-value for FREE being 2.9� and the P-value

for FIP being 0.1%.

The results using capital intensity (eIR) as the

indicator for the dependent variable are as follows. For

Theory 1 regressing FREE on CIR yields an adJusted R-squared

of 0.1 with a P-value of 4.2%. Regressing FIP on CIR for

Theory 2 yields an adjusted R-squared of 0.46 and a P-value

of 0%. The multiple regression of eIR on both FREE and FIP

for Theory 3 yields an adJusted R-squared of 0.44 with the

P-value for FREE being 8S.1% and the P-value for FIP being

0. 01..

Theory 3 works best in explaining

effective rates of protection, with the freedom index being

the most important and powerful explanatory variable. Tbeor-y

2 works best in explaining capital intensity. Th is is t.,....ue

in Brazil because FREE has virtually no explanatory power in

terms of CIR. Although the Theory 1 regression yields an

adjusted R-squared of 0. 1, this is very weak and is probably

attributable to the bias introduced by leaving out FIP as an

explanatory variable. This view is reinforced by the fact

that the P-value for FREE in the multiple regression is

88. 11-.
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These results clearly make sense in the Brazilian

context. The conclusion that both internal and external

forces are needed to explain effective rates of protection

reflects the historical events that we have seen in Braziln

The statistical analysis of Theory 3 as it relates to

effective rates of protection indicates that the freedom

index and foreign investment dependence are of about equal

importance. We can explain this by looking at the Brazilian

historical context. FREE is important in explaining ERP

because FREE reflects the ability of a wide number of groups

to place effective demands on the government. When political

and civil rights are expanded, the regime takes the interests

of a broader range of groups into account when it is forming

policy. For example, during the 19505, the FREE index showed

a high degree of civil and political rights available in

Brazil. This meant that the Populists were able to push

through the protectionist policies that would benefit them

the most. The old elites were not able to or inclined to

resist this shift. However, after the coup takes place, we

see tariff barriers fall to serve the interests of the new

military-technocratic coalition.

At the same time, FIP is also an important

explanatory variable in terms of ERP. This can be explained

by looking at the impact of foreign investment in the 1950s.

Foreign investment dependence was high meaning that many new

projects were implemented with foreign capital. The influx



of capital benefitted the owners of the industries, and the

new opportunities for work benefitted labor. Ther-e is a

positive correlation between FIP and ERP for two reasonSD

First, the foreign investors were looking for protected

industries in which to place their funds. They believed that

these investments were of lower risk because they took place

in a less competitive environment. Second, the fact that

foreign investment helped labor at a time when they had

significant rights meant that they could call for

Labor's rationale was that, in a p'r"'otected

industry, their wages could grow faster because management

would not have to be as concerned with keeping labor costs

down to be competitive.

Turning to capital intensity, we have concluded that

Theory 2 is the best predictor of eIR. Capital intensity is

highest in the 1950s when multinationals were rapidly

increasing their influence. Foreign investors prefered to

invest in projects with which they were familiar, and those

projects were more capital intensive. We saw lower capital

intensity when more investment came from domestic sources

because these techniques were cheaper to implement, needed

less foreigrl assista'(lcep, arid we)""'e mor-e "apP)""'op'r"'ia"te" to a

labor abundant economy.

Cone lus i orl:

In Brazil Theory 3 works best in explaining effective



rates of protection (ERP), while Theory 2 works best in

relative capi tal-labor' These

statistical results are supported by the Brazilian historical

context even though Theory 3 is not the best in both cases.
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Chapter Four: Chile

Chile, the third of our Latin American countries, had

been dominated by class conflict and an uncertainty about the

best patterns of development to implement. Foreign influence

has always been present in Chile, particularly in the foreign

ownership of many of Chile's mines and extractive industries,

but we will see that this also varies significantly over

time. We will find that in Chile, Theory 3 works better than

either Theory 2 of Theory 1 to explain patterns of

development as indicated by both effective rates of

protection and relative capital-labor intensity"

Historical Background:

The historical context in Chile is, as in our first

two countries, crucial to the understanding of our empirical

evaluation. In order to gain this historical perspective, it

is necessary to look first at the events that surrounded

Chilean political and economic development as far back as the

Spanish colonial period, and then trace those developments

through the present.

Chile was a very valuable colonial asset to the

Spanish crown with a great deal of economic wealth in land,

commerce, and mining <Kinsbruner 1973). The gold, silver, and

copper mines and the landed estates were dedicated to

production for both internal and external markets. Thus, the
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foundation for an import-export based economy was laid down

early in Chilean colonial history. Of course, during the

colonial period, the mercantilist desires of the Spanish

crown superseded the economic wishes of the Chilean

residents, and distortions were introduced under colonial law

which delayed the natural pr"ogress i 0"'" of Ch i Ie's

import-export orientation. For example, the Spanish House of

Trade oversaw a highly restrictive system of legal

constraints that were designed to insure that the production

of colonial goods did not interfere or compete with Spanish

production, to guarantee the flow of raw materials to the

Spanish mainland, and to provide a market to absorb surplus

Spanish production.

The local colonial government that was installed by

the Spanish was designed to be able to effectively achieve

these goals, and by the end of the colonial period, Chile was

governed by an elaborate political system. At the bottom of

the "ver... t: ical" st r-uct ur-e was the tow.,.., counc i 1, O}'-' cabi ldo.

These cabildos were able to communicate directly with the

Crown to redress grievances with higher authorities, but in

practice, the distance of the colony from Spain made this

process virtually impossible. Next on the ladder was the

provincial governor, or corregidor. At the head of the

colonial government stood the governor and captain general.

This figure came to be known as president by eighteenth

century? and in addition to his administrative duties, he
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also served on a Supreme Court. This meant that, although a

high court existed to adjudicate conflict, from the very

beginning this institution was used as a political tool of

the e1 :i. tea Indeed, during this period the court also had

cer... t a in" admi n i st {'at i ve arid coris u l t at i ve dut i es" wh ich made

many of its decisions explicitly political (Gil 1966).

Near the end of the colonial period, two important

changes took place in the structure of Chilean government.

Fi'r··�:;t'S the cO'r"'r"egido'r"s wer"'e replaced by "mor-e powel'''ful arid

influential intendants (Kinsbruner 1973)� II These new figures

came from the most dominant economic groups in each of the

provinces, and represented the most powerful families in the

colonial structure. Second, two guild-like organizations

were established in Santiago to represent powerful economic

in!'..: er'est s. A merchant tribunal and a mining tribunal not

only commanded power and legal Jurisdiction over their own

members? but were also able to affect implementation of

rlat i or,a 1 po 1 icy .. These developments are important because

the new groups carried over into the post-colonial period and

dominated the political arena that was to develop. Moreover,

the history of government involvement in the economy sets the

stage for future post-colonial activities.

The first steps toward Chilean independence were

taken as a consequence of Napoleon's seizure of the Spanish

throne in 1808Q This seizure precipitated a Spanish war for

independence, and in the absence of the King, a number of



Juntas came into existence to carry out the war effort. A

supreme Junta, or suprema, was quickly formed, and it was

generally successful in obtaining the support of the colonies

for the war effortp In return for their support, the new

suprema did not oppose the creation of local colonial Juntas

to govern the colonies in the absence of the Spanish

Chile established such a ruling Junta in 1810, with

Mateo Toro being elected president. Toro had been a

successful merchant and was one of Chile's most important

After enjoying the luxury of self-rule, the new

Junta was unwilling to surrender power to the Crown after

Ferdinand regained the Spanish throne. The Junta declared

Chile independent shortly after the Spanish monarchy was

r·eest ab 1 i shed.

A series of conflicts, both with Spain and Peru,

prevented the establishment of a new Chilean constitution

until 1833, although several were promulgated during this

per"'iod. These conflicts, combined with the internal economic

and political legacy of the colonial era, shaped the new

constitutional structure. Several of these factors are key

to the understanding of the new constitutional order.

the merchant class had been pushing for free trade since

before their declaration of independence.

policy had flooded many of the markets dominated by the

merchant class by circumventing their distribution networks.

This angered the merchants who began to favor independence
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and demand a strong voice in any future government so that

they could avoid any of the problems that had been caused by

the intervention of the Spanish government.

owners of Chile's extractive enterprises also demanded to be

i ric llJded in any new government, hoping to avoid the

restrictions placed on their activities by the colonial

The merchant and mine tribunals were the

institutions that were used to implement these demands, and

the final constitution reflects their input.

I rldeed, t: he "(levi corlst it ut i 0,(°1, a I though "1 i bera I i Y"I

the nineteenth century sense of the term (Kinsbruner 1973,

E.g)," establ ished the corrt r-o l of the landed at"'istc1ct"'acy arid

the industrialists over the new political system. Those who

were able to affect the development of the new constitution

wanted to insure that they were never again going to come

under the control of other groups. At the same time, they

were more than willing to use the institutions that had

developed under Spanish colonial rule to further their own

The new constitution was designed in part to prevent

the rise of popular democracy, and to that end the local

assemblies were abolished. The net effect of these

developments was to establish a national "democratic"

structure that was dominated by a small group of wealthy

landowners and businessmen. The new government favored free

international trade but was not above intervening in the

economy to further the interests of those people who were in
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controln

Unlike many Latin American countries, Chile was

fortunate in that post-independence feuds that were common to

the region were quickly settled. Consequently, Chile was

able to experience a period of exceptional stability under

the rule of Diego Portales. This stability opened the way for

what has been described as "the greatest economic boom in

Chilean history (Stallings 1978)." Wheat produced in Chile's

central valley was shipped to Australia and California, and,

much more importantly, copper was sent to markets in the

United States and Europe. The economy thrived, exporting

primary extractive and agricultural goods and importing

finished goods. The role of the state at this point was

limited to major infrastructural projects and a brief

flirtation with tariff-protection for industries that was

quickly abandoned in favor of the export-import based

economy.

Not having to concern itself with the management of

the economy, the state was free to turn to other interests.

In 1879, Chile went to war with Bolivia and Peru and emerged

victorious. The importance of this event cannot be

overstated since the victory gave Chile control of the

nitrate fields in what are now the provinces of Antofagasta

and Tarapaca. The huge revenues generated by the newly won

mineral resources had an important impact on the economic,

social, and political development of the country. Nitrate
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exports soon surpassed exports of both agricultural and

industrial goods and would dominate the Chilean economy until

the 19305 when a synthetic substitute for nitrate was found.

Because of the export orientation of the economy,

Chile was deeply involved in the world capitalist system. As

a result, price changes on the international market had a

strong effect on Chile, and as the nitrate sector was

particularly volatile, this effect was greater on Chile than

on other countries. Additionally, foreign capital was

becoming more and more important. The British in particular

were looking abroad for opportunities to invest in mineral

wealth, and as investments flowed into the mineral sector,

merchant companies followed suit. The War of the Pacific was

a very important event in terms of both foreign capital and

the role of the Chilean state in the economy.

fields were turned over almost immediately to investors from

Great Britain. The fact that the main export sector was

foreign-owned created a situation that was quite different

from almost any other country in Latin America. It meant that

the Chilean state came to control very large sums of money in

the form of taxes paid by the nitrate companies and was in a

position to decide how to distribute these revenues. Thus,

in spite of a general free trade, laissez-faire attitude, the

state was forced into a key role in the economy.

The nineteenth century also witnessed the formation

of the political and social organizations that characterize
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mod e"'-''fl Ch i 1 e. The old agrarian oligarchy which was

represented by the Portales regime was Joined by commercial,

factions as the productive

structure grew and diversified. By the end of the century,

these groups had formed into associations to promote their

various economic interests. For example,

Agricultural Society (SNA), the Central Chamber of Commerce

(CCC), the National Industrial Society (SOFOFA), and the

National Mining Society (SNM) were all formed at this time.

Their relationship with the state was much the same as the

tribunals that had formed in the colonial period, indicating

that although sweeping economic changes were occurring, the

influence of the old institutional arangements continued to

be fel t ..

Political parties also began to form. The

Conservative, Liberal, and Radical parties all date to this

period, although at the time the major differences between

them were religious and ideological while their economic

views were quite similar (Stallings 1978). The conservatives

were most concerned with maintaining stability, the Liberals

with providing religious freedom, and the Radicals with

t....eprese'fltir'g the i'flterests of the "petty bout....gecdsie arid

state bur....eauct...ats (ReY'flolds 1965)."

One other effect of the nitrate boom was the

formation of the first large, cohesive working class in Latin

America (Stallings 1978). Because the most active mines were
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located in the remote areas of the north, it was necessary to

import large numbers of workers from the south. These

workers came by the thousands and found themselves working in

arduous, unsafe conditions" This situation led to the rapid

development of a strong class consciousness among the

laborers, and the first general strike broke out in 1890 with

workers demanding monthly payment, payment in money instead

of tokens, freedom to purchase goods when and where they

wanted, and the end of a number of abuses by their employers

(Walton 1985). Although the president recommended that their

requests be given serious consideration, the army broke up

the strike, killing a large number of workers.

Labor's setback in 1890 led the workers to realize

that in order to have any chance for success, they would have

to be much more organized. Thus, we see the beginnings of

unionization in the north at this time. By 1900,

membership was in the tens of thousands, and by the 1905-1907

period when many organized strikes took place, union groups

had become an important social and political force. The

unions had broadened their role and become crucial in

"t'('ai'fti'flg leaders, spr"'eadi'flg ideas, and p.,.
...e par

... i'flg the way for

f ut ur....e un i on developme'flt (Stalli'flgs 1978)." By 1917, fOcmyof

these independent unions had Joined into one organization

known as the Workers Federation of Chile (FOCh), the first

national labor federation in the country's history. This

group's aims were quite militant, demanding that the



capitalist system be abolished and that industry be run by

Although the group was never able to achieve any

of its extremist goals, it did have more than 60,000 members

by the end of World War I, and was able to establish

institutional links to the government that would be important

after the Depression. Perhaps more importantly, it was able

to get the government to agree to implement electoral

r-e for-rn, The government was willing to implement this reform

because it believed that the political position of labor was

much too radical to ever claim a broad based political

victory, and it felt that by givng the unions a measure of

victory it could defuse some of their radical ideas.

By 1920, electoral reform had endangered the monopoly

on government control that had been enJoyed by the old

coalitions, and it was in this year that the voters elected

Arturo Allesandri. He promised the revision of the Chilean

constitutional and capitalist systems. He was most likely

elected because the public was disstatisfied with the

economic malaise that had infected Chile since 1918, angered

by continued corruption in the government, and tired of the

old patterns of concentration of wealth and income. Over the

next four years, Allesandri supported a large nuber of

reforms, among them a minimum wage, labor law to protect

workers from their employers and improve working conditions,

social insurance programs to address the problems of the

concentration of wealth, and increased governmment management



in the financial sectors.

These reforms were very poular with the masses, very

unpopular with the old elites and aristocracy, particularly

those who owned the mines and industrial base, and very

unpopular with foreign investors. Essentially, the masses

reaped the benefits at the expense of the elites who had

maintained control for so long. Under the reforms workers

saw wages rise, but perhaps more importantly the new social

insurance programs gave them access to services, such as

medical care, that, until now, few outside the elite had been

able to obtain on any regular basis. The elites did not like

the reforms because they represented an erosion of elite

power and control. Also, by implementing a minimum wage, the

government had imposed an economic cost on large landholders,

and owners of mining and industrial facilities. The r-e f'or-m

laws not only guaranteed higher wages, which meant higher

costs for employers, they also guaranteed improved working

In mining the practical impact of this

requirement for improved working conditions was to force

mineowners to use better equipment (Pinto et al 1969). This

would show up as a higher eIR rating if our data went back

that far .. The owners were not only forced to raise wages,

they were also forced to change technologies.

the higher wages were in industries where there was a good

deal of foreign invlovement and ownership. Forei grl oW'('lers

had the same reaction as domestic owners, arid forei gn



investors were unhappy with increased profits because they

threatened to lower the yield on their investments.

More problems were caused during this period by the

collapse of the international market for nitrates, which sent

nitrate prices plummeting and destroyed the export sector

upon which the Chilean economy was based. This undermined

public support for Alessandri's policies, and at the urging

of the old displaced elites, the army compelled Allesandri to

resign and set a military government in his place. A Y,ew

constitution was created, and it represented a compromise

between the revisionist reformers and the old elites.

the new constitution provided for social progress by

interpreting private property rights in a broader way and

insuring that, in theory, no one group could profit at the

expense of everyone else. In other words, the government

could break up large estates, establish tighter controls over

working conditions, and provide a higher degree of social

i Y,stn"'ar,ce. At the same time, the old elites were able to

structure political institutions in such a way that they

believed that they would in fact be able to control the

political system. By agreeing to the reforms, they were

attempting to cement themselves in power and thus be able to

control the way and the degree to which the reforms were

actually carried out.

The new constitution was accepted in 1925, the same

time that a new export product was emerging to take the place



of nitrates as the linchpin of the Chilean economy. Copper

exports were rising dramatically at this point, and it was

widely believed that the economy would quickly recover as

copper profits increased and the new reform mechanisms spread

this profit throughout the country, and indeed by 1927, the

economy was improving as growth rates increased. It was i r.

this environment that the first presidential elections under

the new constitution were held.

The first candidate elected was the former Minister

of the Interiot"', I bartezu his

administration amounted to a dictatorship because Ibanez set

aside civil liberties and, in general, ft"'ustrated the

representative process a At the same time, Ibanez put into

effect "or,e of the most impressive internal improvement

schemes i""t mode)""'rt Lat in Americart h i st or-y (0' B",M·ier, 1976)."

Highways and sewer systems were constructed, ports were

modernized, public utilities were improved, and, in general,

there was a massive reconstruction of the Chilean

i r,frast ......uct u r-e. Education was also dramatically improved as

spending on education increased by five times in only three

year·s. At the same time, the industrialists and mine owners

were given virtual carte blanc in .their sectors, and working

conditions and wages fell. The public, faced with dramatic

improvements in social programs yet, at the same time, faced

with decline in their Job positions chose to do nothing, but

the beginnings of dissatisfaction were growing within the



ranks of labor.

This dissatisfaction came to a head as the Depression

took hold of Chile in 1930. Chile again faced rapidly

declining economic conditions, and as imports of finished

consumer goods slowed, Chile's economic system collapsed.

Mining output fell by seventy percent and total output fell

by forty-six percent. Ibanez was in serious trouble, and his

last-ditch effort to help the Chilean economy by imposing

austerity programs caused such a political backlash that he

was forced to resign. Yet another constitution was created,

this time with much stronger restrictions on activities that

could lead to the domination of the old elite. Alessandri

was reelected under the new constitution, and he promptly

implemented far-reaching reforms and policies that were to

demonstrably alter the structure of the Chilean economy.

Until this time, Chile had been dependent on imports

to supply its needs for finished consumer goods, and these

finished goods were largely purchased with profits from their

primary exports. Allesandri began a program that substitued

Chilean industry as suppliers for finished consumer goods.

This was the beginning of Chile's import substituting stage.

Tariffs and other restrictions were placed on imported goods,

and a series of measures were taken to improve and develop

Chilean capital and intermediate goods industries to support

the new consumer goods sector.
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Chile's lSI programs were at the same time both more

and less successful than the lSI policies of her neighbors.

First, the nature of the mineral extraction based economy

that had powered Chile was such that Chile already had

technical knowhow that could be applied to the development of

intermediate and finished goods industries. Moreover, the

resources that were needed to build these kinds of facilities

did not have to be imported from foreign sources. With a

more efficient intermediate goods sector, the development

bottlenecks that are charactersltic of lSI programs did not

become severe until later in the lSI process relative to the

experiences of other countries in the region. On the other

hand, the money to finance the lSI investment needs came from

copper exports. Chile was able to maintain an export sector

even during its lSI period, but this also had drawbacks.

This meant that the development of the consumer goods

industry was linked to the profitability of copper exports"

While copper prices were fairly stable, there were shocks

that negatively affected the development of the Chilean

consumer goods industry. For example, at the end of the

Korean war, the international prices on a variety of metals

fell. This shrank Chilean export earnings.

It is interesting to look at a few of the specific

periodu Many clf

grew

the

out of the import substitutingarrangements that

trade associations were able to

influence the development of economic policy during this
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per' i od , For example, SOFOFA was able to persuade the

government to double its protection for consumer industries

by applying political pressure through the newly established

An official organization, the State Development

O","'agaY'li z at i on (CORPQ) was established to coordinate

pol icies .. Its .,....e I at i orrsh i P with the

industrialists was ambiguous at times because, although they

wanted its assistance, they also feared its competition and

The dominant view seemed to be that they would

take advantage of the new organization, and, indeed, several

pr-eciom i Y'lcmt

officials.

i Y'ld ust ria 1 ist 5 became CORPO

CORPO's main role was the founding of many of Chile's

most important industrial firms. By providing capital far

beyond its ownership share, it became the mechanism through

which copper profits were converted into consumer goods

i '(lei ust r i es. CORPO was also the main channel through which

foreign funds were obtained, both from private sources and

official sources such as the United States' Export-Import

Bank. The important thing to realize about CORPO is that it

actually owned parts of the industries that it was trying to

deve Lop , This strengthened the role of the government in the

Chilean economy a great dealu

It was within the framework that lSI set up that the

historical events between 1950 and the 1973 coup took place.

The election of 1952 was startling because the former ruler
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Ibanez was elected. This is startling because of his former

unpopularity and the fact that he was a surprise candidate.

The most reasonable explanation for his election is the fact

that none of the other four candidates were well enough

organized to effectively campaign for the office. In

addition, his old dictatorial style was seen to be "above

politics. II This was considered positive because by this

time, so many groups had been mobilized into the political

process that agreement and compromise had become very

difficult to achieve in the national government. Also, the

economy had begun to slow, the first stages of lSI having

been completed.

As the first stage of lSI began to exhaust itself,

growth fell from an annual rate of 9 percent to an annual

rate of 2.4 percent. Chile had reached the limits of its own

technology; goods that required small markets, small amounts

of capital, and relatively simple technologies had reached

the level of market saturation. In order to move ahead,

Chile now began to look abroad for further technological

improvements and additional capital so lSI could proceed into

more sophisticated goods. The fact that these were not

immediately available caused the decline in growth rates.

The problems that were caused by reduced growth were

exacerbated by the fact that inflation skyrocketed during the

beginning of the second Ibanez era, Jumping to 56 percent in

1953 and to 71 percent in 1954.
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To cope with this, Ibanez hired a U.S. consulting

team known as the Klein-Saks Missionu Their recomendations

included cutting the fiscal budget, cutting bank credit,

eliminating subsidies on basic consumer goods and services,

implementing a progressive tax structure, and giving wage

increases that were less than the increase in the cost of

living (Stallings 1978). Ibanez attempted to implement all of

these programs, but the right-wing Congress only implemented

those that served their own interests. The best example of

this were wage cuts that benefitted the owners of the

productive industries and foreign and capital sources. The

policies that Ibanez wanted to implement resembled his old

austerity approach too closely for him to maintain any

popularity, and by 1958, he was no longer a contender for

president.

The election of 1958 pitted Salvador Allende against

Jorge Alessandri. Alessandri won the election on the basis of

a traditional platform, promising to use the same lSI devices

to get the economy under control. Alessandri's main goal was

the stimulation of investment, both domestic and foreign.

Allesandri's main policy for the attraction of foreign and

the inducement for foreign was a series of tax incentives,

interest rate restructurings, and, in the case of foreign

capital, the guarantee of profit repatriation rightsa

Alessandri was largely unsuccessful, although we did see

investments of the short term, speculative variety increasing
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marginally in 1964. By then, Chile was experiencing a serious

foreign exchange crisisu Alessandri's policies of investment

incentives had completely undermined the value of the escudo,

with exchange rates going from one per dollar in 1958 to more

than 250 per dollar by the time he left office.

attempts to stabilize the economy by attracting foreign

investments failed miserably, and because he was now so

unpopular that he stood no chance of winning reelection

against either of the candidates Frei of Allende, he withdrew

from the 1964 election at an early date. Frei was to wi"('J

this election taking a much more leftist stance than had

Allesandri in 1958.

Frei won the election with the support of almost all

important groups in Chile except the Communist and Socialist

pal""'t ies. This fact implied that widely diverging views on

policy matters were hidden under this apparent unity, and

this meant that if Frei were unsuccessful in stabilizing the

economy, support for him would quickly erode. His pl""'og","'am

i nc Ludecl the attempt to "Ch i Lean i z e " (sic) (Stalliy-,gs 1978)

the copper industry by purchasing the mines from their U.S.

owners, the expansion of the social welfare system, and the

implementation of agrarian reform to help ease the

concentration of wealth in the country. While attractive to

the public, these policies did little to help the economy,

and by 1970, growth rates in important industry began to fall

substar,t ially. Moreover, the attempt to gain control of the
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copper industry completely alienated the United States, and

placed the two countries squarely at odds. It was at this

time that the C.I.A. began to investigate ways in which it

could "favorably alter the political system in Chile (U.S.

Congress 1974). Frei was unable to improve the economy, and

was thus no longer a realistic candidate for re-election.

Salvador Allende was finally elected at this time.

Before proceeding to the Allende regime, it is

interesting to compare the Frei and Allesandri periods. Both

regimes can be divided into three subperiods: an initial span

where the government attempted to implement its stated

development strategy, a short period when the Left and Right

battled to change the governments policies, and a final

period where the government merely struggled to keep afloat,

unable to unite internal divisions. The Allende regime also

fits this pattern. Allende came to power with several stated

These included the reorientation ofeconomic goals.

production from luxury goods to basic consumer items,

guarantees of employment for all Chileans of working age at

adequate salaries, liberation of Chile from foreign capital,

rapid economic growth? and the control of inflation. There

were also a number of social goals which revolved around the

establishment of better social insurance and safety nets.

Allende essentially promised something to everyone and was

unable to make good on almost any of his promises. By

nationalizing foreign controlled industries such as the
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Anaconda and Kennecott operations, he alienated foreign

capital, and by promising higher wages he alienated the

industrialists. When growth slowed to practically zero� the

social fabric of Chile was torn apart. This created a

situation of mass conflict, strikes, and economic dissarray

which prompted a bloody military coup in 1973 where General

Pinochet took over.

Pinochet immediately implemented austerity measures,

curtailed political and civil freedoms, and established a

monetary approach to economic development. His approach was

free-market, and he promptly cut tariff rates so Chile could

benefit from foreign imports. Also, he placed strict limits

on the growth of the Chilean money supply in order to get

runaway inflation under control. His removal of government

subsidies and protection caused Chile's output to shrink

significantly in 1974, but after a short period of

Pinochet'sadjustment, the economy recovered quite well.

consistent free-market approach, forced on Chile by military

force, was able to stabilize the Chilean economy. Pinochet

completely destroyed the class conflicts that had paralized

the government in previous years and led it into one failed

policy after another. Those who opposed his policies were

imprisoned and killed (Amnesty International 1976). Over the

next ten years he was able to obtain the shackling of

inflation, the virtual eliminaion of the budget deficit, the

reduction in tariff rates to a uniformly low level, and the
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liberalization of price and interest rate structures.

Foreign investments again rose due to the stabilization in

Chile under the rule of Pinochet, and by 1980, the economy

was stronger than most other Latin American examples.

Statistical Analysis:

Turning to the empirical testing of our three

theories we will now look at our regression results. Recall

that Theory 1 predicts that internal forces are the most

important determinant of pattern of development, Theory 2

predicts that external forces are the most important in

determining patterns of development, and Theory 3 predicts

that both internal forces and external fo","'ces have a

significant effect on patterns of development.

We turn first to the results using effective rates of

protection as the indicator for the dependent variable.

Regressing ERP on FREE for Theory 1 yielded an adjusted

R-squared of 0.81 with a P-value of 0%. For Theory 2 the

regression of ERP on FIP yielded an adjusted R-squared of

0.11 and a P-value of 3.8�. The multiple regression for

Theory 3 yielded an adjusted R-squared of 0.83 with the FREE

P-value being 0� and the FIP P-value being 4.6%.

The results using relative capital-labor intensity as

the indicator for the dependent variable are as followsu

Theory 1 regressing eIR on FREE yielded an adjusted R-squared

of 0.27 with a P-value of 0q2�. Regressing CIR on FIP for
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Theory 2 yielded an adjusted R-squared of 0.004 with a

P-value of 29.4�. The multiple regression of eIR on both FREE

and FIP yielded an adjusted R-squared 0.83 with the FREE

P-value being 0� and the FIP P-value being 0.8�.

Taken together, these results Indicate that Theory 3

wor�s best for both ERP and eIR as indicators for pattern of

development. These results make sense within the Chilean

historical context" First, consider effective rates of

protection. Clearly, internal forces were the stronger of

the explanatory variables, as we would expect from the

historical context. With so much class structured political

conflict, the opportunity for many different groups to impact

development pattern was enhanced. Moreover, the most

important variation in ERP comes immediately after the 1973

coup when Pinochet cut tariff rates dramaticallyu At the

same time, foreign actors were important in supporting the

groups that decided protection rates, particularly during the

lSI period. The historical context, then, validates our

statistical results.

The same thing was true using eIR as the indicator

for the dependent variable. Theory 3 works as the historical

context would lead us to expect. Internal forces were the

most important influence on CIR, reflecting the fact that

labor and other social groups had institutional means of

placing demands on the industrialists that made capital

intensity decisions. External forces were important because,
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as in other countries, foreign investors prefer to Invest in

prOjects that are similar to the ones that they have found

successful in their home countries. In Chile we also see a

partnership, albeit only in the early part of the twentieth

century, between labor and foreign mine owners. Both wanted

higher capital intensity. The laborers wanted this because

it meant better working conditions and the foreign companies

wanted this because they thought that increased capital

intensity would increase output. Furthermore, the influence

of foreign capital (FIP) was less because Chile often

completely alienated foreign owners.

Conclusion:

In Chile, Theory 3 works best to explain both

effective rates of protection (ERP) and relative

capital-labor intensity (CIR). In other words, both internal

and external forces have a significant impact on patterns of

development in this country. Moreover, the historical

context validates our findings.
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Chapter Five: Mexico

Mexico can be described as having had a somewhat

unusual devlopment pattern because Mexican state evolved into

a classic corporatist organization. This had, as we shall

see, several implications for the ways in which Mexico was to

develop -- both in the ways that internal forces were

mobilized into development process and in the ways that

external forces were allowed to participate. We will find

that even though Mexico is a slightly unusual case, our

research design will apply quite well. We will also find

that Theory 3 best predicts patterns of development for both

effective rates of protection and relative capital-labor

intensity as indicators for �he dependent variable.

Historical Background:

Mexico's earliest economic development revolved

around the export of primary extractive commodities. Later,

the export of agricultural commodities also became important

(Cockcroft 1983). The first MajOr exports were gold and

silver, and the exporters and merchants that were associated

with these precious metals settled in the ports of Acapulco

and Veracruz. These ports were very important to Spain

because they provided a stopping point for ships that were

going further south. As trade in these commodities expanded,

more and more laborers were needed in the mines, and as the

labor force grew, demand for agricultural goods increased.



To service the booming mining centers, the agricultural

sector was made more commercial. Agricultural productivity

increased significantly with more labor being used to work

the fields (Cockcroft 1983)" Like most other Latin American

countries, the patterns of landownership, or latifundia, were

very concentrated. The latifundia were controlled by a small

landed aristocracy and worked by a large number of peasants.

This concentrated pattern of profit and wealth was to

have an impact on the way in which Mexico was to gain

independence. Mexico's peasant population was quite large,

and beginning in 1810, large numbers of these peasants began

to call for the opportunity for social mobility (Hewlett et

a 1 1982)" I'n 181 Ill, unde}""' the 1 E.\aders.;h i p of a par- i si I pro' i est ,

Father Hidalgo, thousands of peasants mobilized against what

they perceived to be a horribly unjust colonial government

and social order. The wealthy elites were forced to ask the

Spanish Crown for help in putting down the uprisings, but, at

the same time, they realized that Spain's complete refusal to

permit a quasi-democratic system which would J'preserve some

'respect' among the Indians and the other peasants would

ultimately forment a revolution that the elites would be

unable to control (Cockcroft 1983, p .. 59). II It I<\IBS this

explosive class threat from below that persuaded the elites

to opt for independence, even though they themselves were not

really organized enough to govern (Randall 1977).

Mexico gained its independence from Spain in 1821
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without having developed a political system capable of

setting a direction for economic growth (�ewell et al 1984).

The War of Independence destroyed most of the productive

basis of the country as the fighting� the guerillas, and the

invading mobs almost destroyed the agrarian and mining

industries that had been the center of economic life in the

col orli a 1 per i od .. Moreover, the lack of any consensus about

the proper direction of economic development� and the lack of

any institutions that could help to mold a consensus among

the wealthy elites, hindered the development of a viable

ecorrom i c system. The only legacy of the colonial period was

the enormous disparity between different social groups in the

!'r1ex i car, soc i et y. One of the important disparities was that

between the mostly Indian peasantry and the Criollos,

offspring of Spaniards born in Mexico. Income was still

extremely concentrated in the old landed aristocracy and the

owners of the active mines, but this aristocracy suffered

greatly during the War of Independence. The fact that income

and wealth were highly concentrated had two implications"

First, there was the continued threat of another peasant

r-ebe 11 i on, Second, it became the responsibility of the

wealthy elites to both deal with this threat and plan the

development of the Mexican economy. The elites, however,

were plagued with an inability to reach a consensus about how

to deal with these problems.

The effect of this inability to reach a consensus was
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gr-'oupS ai",d ar.d t he II bac kwar-d 'I" t 'r-'ad i tiona 1 I rid i ar! s;oc i et y ..

This led to continuous political instability, coups, and

other evidence of a society without a clear identity_ The

first clearly unifying event was the war with the United

States between 1846 and 1848" This served to draw the various

groups together to fight a common enemy, and it also served

as a catalyst for the definition of common gOals and

political beliefs" Many of the feuds between the people of

Mexican descent and the people of Indian descEnt were

resolved into a basic two party structure containing the

Liberals and the Conservatives (Haber 1989).

Although the Liberals and the Conservatives were

never able to see eye to eye, the national identity that the

war with the United States helped develop allowed the Liberal

party to promulgate a constitution in 1857. The constitution

was aimed at the creation of a capitalist society that, while

not imitative of the United States system, also embodied

democratic ideals. These ideals were not well translated

into reality in the Mexican nation, however. For'" example,

the constitution touted the virtues of liberty, equality,

representative government and economic liberty, but., i r!

reality., these rights were found only among those of European

descel"lt. Mexico remained an extremely unequal society where

only seven percent of the people could read and only about

three percent of the people could qualify to vote (Newell et
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a 1 1984).

Because the constitution applied so little to the

actual conditions that existed in Mexico, and because Mexico

so totaly lack.ed the i ns t i t u t i ov.a to ch.arme I and corrt r-o I

popular participation, none of the liberal governments that

came into power at this time were able to effectively govern

(Hansen 1971). It was not until Porfirio Diaz became the

leader of the country by military coup in 1876 that any

semblance of an effective government could be created. Diaz

was able to forge an effective government for thirty years

because he limited himself to what he considered socially

import a"f,t gt"OUps, in this case the owners of large

It was among this group that he concentrated

on forming a consensus about government policy, and he was

fairly successful. On the basis of this new coalition he

began to push for the economic integration and moderniztion

of the COI..\"l'"It r-y , Although Diaz was successful in building a

limited civil society and promoting national economic

integration, he failed to establish a broad enough consensus

to insure his political hegemony. In particular, he failed

to embrace the growing middle class that his own economic

development policies helped to create.

The key policy of Diaz that led to successful

industrialization and development during the early period of

Diaz's rule was the active recruitment of foreign capitalu

Elaborate sets of initiatives were given to foreign
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investors, and some estimates placed the United States� share

of foreign investment alone as approaching fifty percent

Mexico's national wealth (Reynolds 1970)u One key to his

policy was the maintenance of political stability_

numbers of foreign investors to be interested in Mexico� the

country had to display the stability that would reduce the

risk to foreigners on Mexican investmentsu During his early

years, Diaz was successful in achieving at least the

semblance of stability, but as stability decreased in his

later years, foreign investment also decreased dramatically.

This decrease in stability can be attributed to the

disagreements among the Mexican elite over the desirability

of Diaz's policiesu

rIot had much

In particular, the mine owners who had

into government decisions had become

dissatisfied with the role that they were playing and

demanded to be allowed to affect development policy.

By stimulating economic growth, Diaz unleashed a

number of industries including steel, cement, beer, cotton

textile, paper, glass, dynamite, soap and cigarettes (Haber

1989). This led to the growth of a new middle class of owners

that were able to benefit from the economic activity of these

firms, and, even more importantly, a new class of labor that

was frozen out of the benefits that the developing economic

system had to offer. Labor was controlled by both

co-optation and repression and was completely excluded from

the political process (Cockcroft 1983). We have seen that one
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important aspect of the Diaz era Was the recruitment of

foreign capital for the development of Mexican industry.

Knowing that Mexico lacked the technical knowledge to develop

independently, Diaz had actively recruited foreign sources of

capital, and, to that end, he was committed to maintaining

political stability and making Mexico look as attractive to

investors as possible. He even went so far as to describe

his approach to governing and economic development as

scientific, much in the way of the technocrats common in

Latin America a century later.

If he called it scientific, it is unlikely that the

majority of people living in Mexico would have agreed with

him. The owners of industries such as mining that had

already developed in Mexico saw the introduction of foreign

capital and ownership as usurping the little power th�t they

did have. A few of the upper-middle classes had been

incorporated into the government, but most remained on the

sidelines, subject to the whims of their government. By the

beginning of the twentieth century, many of those 9ro4ps that

remained outside the government sphere were ready to �tand

a 9air,stit. In fact, they hoped to achieve broad pOP41ar

mobilization and to adopt a progressive ideological p�Dgram.

Also, they hoped to extend the economic and political basis

of society to include a more differentiated

representative group of the population. This would h�lp all

of those people who did not benefit from the Diaz soci�ty:
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"membet...s of the peasar.·tr...y, the hacier.da peor.s, WCq·'"ke·r"s, ar.el

esser.t ially all of the m i dd Ie classes (Het�lett: 1382).)1 1'1'"1

opposition to their goals they saw the powerful foreign

element in industry, the government, large landholders, and

the new industrial groups of the country" I twas aga i y·.st

these groups that the people who had been excluded from the

political process would rebel in the revolution that would

come in the next decade.

Actual revolutionary sentiment was sparked initially

by a seemingly innocuous magazine article in which it was

claimed that Diaz had said that he would retire at the end of

his term and would under no circumstances accept

t"'e-e 1 ect i or... Diaz, however, said a short time later that he

had no intention of stepping down. This declaration spurred

several of the dissident organizations to action. The

magazine article had led them to believe that they would have

the opportunity to change the political process through

peaceful, institutional means. Diaz's statements made it

clear that this was not going to happen, and this unyielding

position galvanized the dissident groups to action. After'"

thirty years of one man rule, a large number of groups formed

the National Anti-Re-election Party. They attempted to

negotiate with Diaz, informing him of their their direct

ambition to gain the vice-presidency. Diaz was not, however,

willing to let any new coalitions into the ruling block, and

he was forced to resign soon after.
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The fall of Diaz reflected a central fact about

Mexican society at that time. Consensus and legitimacy were

the keys to political stability in Mexico, and the fact that

Diaz had been able to impose a consensus among a small group

of the elite had given him his thirty-odd years in power.

However, once that consensus had eroded, both because of

Diaz's own response to the opposition movement and the lack

of adequate institutions through which to channel the

opposition, Mexican society was torn apart. This whole

experience demonstrated that some kind of a consensus would

have to be found in order to move forward both politically

and economically.

Diaz resigned his office as the Revolution broke out,

and a revolutionary leader named Madero took his place.

Diaz's resignation took place when his army was defeated in

an uprising that Madero had led. Madero's supporters came

from elites that had not had a voice in the government, new

bourgeoise groups from the new industries, and peasants. Two

of Madero's closest allies were Pascual Orozco, a military

figure, and Emiliano Zapata, a peasant Indian leader. Thus,

the revolution came from all elements of Mexican society,

although elite involvement was the catalyst that made the

revolution possible 1983) • The goals of the

revolutionaries, then, were not necessarily coincedent. The

peasants were most concerned with land reform, while the

elite elements were more concerned with being represented in
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the govet"''flment"

Interestingly, Madero, the man who had led the call

for revolution, only wanted to chanre the government, not the

underlying structure of the political system or the economy_

there were few impr'oveme'f,t 5 the

concentration of wealth and power under his governmentu

Additionally, he simply did not address the problem of

building a consensus among the elites, both old and new.

Apparently he believed that a few cosmetic changes in the

government would build up the legitimacy that was needed for

an effective government. Madero allied himself with the

dominating sectors to carry out his cosmetic changes, but? in

doing so, failed to carry out the economic reforms necessary

to maintain control of the popular classes. Thet-'efo'r-'e,

Madero actually planted the seeds that destroyed the existing

Ct'r"'der.

One of the agents of this destruction was the

Zapatista peasant movement. The peasants had seen the

revolution as a means to land reform. They had voiced a

series of demands for this reform that they considered

necessary to any new political and social order� and they

articulated a plan to take control of the gevernment, the

PI a'fl de Ayal a.

the peaSa'flts,

Another agent was labor, who, in contrast to

concentrated on

organizations through which they would be able to affect the

As a result, many guilds and unions date from
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this period. Moreover, the elites who continued to be

excluded from the government saw these groups as resources

that they could use to increase their ability to insert

themselves into the political process. Madero died in 1913,

and this was taken as a signal for the new groups to begin

their attempt to take power (Haber 1989).

Indeed, Madero's death signalled the beginning of a

period of continual upheaval that seriously disrupted the

Me x i ca '(I eco'(Iomy. This upheaval was characterized by the

establishment of two executive bodies within the political

system which coexisted while, at the same time, operated

against one another. These two groups revolved around

Huerta, a general in the military, and Venustiano Carranza, a

landholder and businessman who took up arms against him.

Carranza would ultimately be victorious, and by prompting the

inclusion of some popular reforms and goals in a new

constitution, Carranza provided the foundations for a new

social and economic orderD That constitution replaced the

1857 constitution and formally crystallized the project of

social reorganization that the progressive faction of the

revolution had been proposinga

The new constitution embodied contradictory views

about the role of the individual vis-a-vis the state. 0'(1 the

one hand, it reiterated the concepts of federal democratic

government that had been in the 1857 constitution: freedom of

associat iO'(I., periodic elections for public posts,
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representative government. On the other hand, it established

the primacy of the executive over the legislative and

Judicial branches� and it placed the social interest above

individual freedom. Probably the most important affect the

constitution had at this time was to establish the state as

the only legitimate entity capable of imposing and attaining

a consensus. In other words, the state was given the

authority to impose its will on the competing elites. By

combining guarantees of freedom of action with a powerful

state capable of imposing its will, the constitution prompted

the establishment of what would be the classic corporatist

state.

By 1917, the Mexican government might have been able

to create a new constitution, but it had been unable to

stabilize the economy. Indeed, the economy had suffered

desperately in the face of the political instability that had

led up to the new document. The economic picture now was

very poor, with only very small increases in private capital

taking place, and no foreign investment existing outside of

the oil and mining industries. Nevertheless, Carranza still

felt that the primary thrust of his policy should be to

politically stabilize the country and maintain peace. In

early 1920, a strike broke out in Sonora in a number of

railyards. Carranza at first tried to put down the strike,

but this angered so many of the contending alliances that he

was forced to leave the capital. Shortly after leaving, he
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was murdered by one of his followers.

Three figures now contended for the position he

vacated: Adolpha de la Huerta, Alvaro Obregon, and Plutarco

Calles. Huerta became the interim president, and after that

term expired at the end of 1920, Obregon was elected

He viciously imposed order before giving social

concesssions, believing that the continued hegemony of the

coalition in power was crucial to the improvement of economic

Indeed, growth did improve slightly, increasing

to an annual rate of 3.4 percent by the end of the Obregon

presidency (Hansen 1971). He was able to attract foreign

capital once again, and he increased the level of direct

state involvement in the building of productive resources.

For example, the state created at least three new programs to

accelerate infrastructural development: the Electric Company

of Matamoros, the National Lottery, and the Power Company of

Toluca. In particular, Obregon displayed strong interest in

the construction of highways, electric energy facilities,

schools, and sanitary services (Newell et al 19S4).

One interesting contradiction in the Obregon policy

was its disparate attitude towards foreign capital. He

actively recruited foreign investments, but at the same time

he carried out the nationalization of several U.S. run

This, of course, was not a popular action in the

United States. The owners of these railroads lost important

investments, and relations with the United States were again
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strained as conflict over the nationalizations took place"

Eventually a series of agreements, such as the Huerta-Lamont

Treaty, were signed between the two countries to help avoid

these contradictory signals. This illustrates that the

relationship between internal and external forces is not at

all simple in the Mexican case. While the Mexican government

vigorously attempted to attract foY'eigY"1 capital, it \o'J8S

unwilling to cede to foreign investors any large degree of

control of the Mexican economy. This trend will ultimately

be reflected in our empirical analysis as an effect of the

freedom index on capital intensity.

The main achievement of the Obregon presidency was

the establishment of the first stable government since Diaz"

He was the first persoY"1 who "set in motion many of the

stipulations contained in the new constitution <Hewlett et al

1982) ." His po 1 i c i es arid p ......ocedures set the no......ms that wer-'e

followed by all successive presidents (Newell et al 1984),

and he enlarged the executive position and power of the

office that those succeeding presidents would hold.

The first president after Obregon was Plutarco

Calles. Calles was elected with the support of Obregon, and

he ran the government in much the same way that Obregon had.

He also expanded the role of the government i Y"I the

development of the Mexican economy through the establishment

of a number of state run enterprises and institutions. For

example, the Bank of Mexico was created, a 1 OY"I g wit h a ....,
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institution for the distribution of pensions, and several

state divisions to promote infrastructural and industrial

developmerlt II These institutions had as one of their primary

missions the channeling of investment into highly valued

pr-oj ect s , Under Calles' programs? growth rates rose to 6

percent per annum, and the economic outlook had brightened

substantially (Camp 1989).

These development arrangements and institutions would

form the framework in which all other development would take

place in Mexico. Calles had completely inserted the Mexican

state into the development process, and he had given it the

institutional means through which it could imp 1 emerlt

development policy. At the same time, Calles completed the

consolidation of political power that transformed Mexico into

the classic corporatist state, and delimited the way that

political changes would occur until the present date.. He

created the Partido Nacional Revolucionario, the political

party that was the precursor to the PRI -- the dominant

political party through virtually all of the twentieth

This party became the institution through which the

ruling coalition gathered resources, controlled the political

process, and organized Mexican political life.

The ruling group also allowed a controlled kind of

The groups in opposition to state action

combined into various institutional structures that would

eventually consolidate into the modern PAN opposition party,
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or National Action Party. Mexico had grown into a mature

political state, ab1 e to d i ","'ect its programs through

channelled institutional means, and able to control

oPPosition through structured arrangements.

that was crucial to the existence of the Mexican state had

been achieved from the top down by state imposition. Little

by little, the new rulers had been able to subordinate all

the political forces to their conception of the world_ This

was not accomplished by the complete elimination of

opposition; it was accomplished by the incorporation of

cOMpeting political groups into the political process in

highly structured ways. This is why Mexico can be described

as the classic corporatist statea These groups were

vertically organized in such a way that they were controlled

by the state but were also able to place certain demands on

it. At the same time, the state prevented most

organization because this could threaten the consensus upon

which the government was based. In other words, the state

tolerated demands from specific social groupsa Fo ...'" {-?xarnple,

industrial labor had its own institutions for communicating

with the government, and within these institutions it had

fairly extensive freedom to do as it wished. However... , it

could not organize with agricultural labor or factory owners

to further its own ends (Camp 1989).

It was within this corporatist structure that the

various plans for economic development in the remainder of
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the twentieth century took place. The first important events

came during the Cardenas presidency (1934-1940) as the

Mexican government was called upon to respond to the

depress i orr, Prior to this time, government had inserted

itself most heavily into the banking, railway and other

infrastructural sectors, and in the mining industry where

most of Mexico's export profits had come. Although these

profits were not large by the standards of other countries

such as Chile, they nevertheless were an important element of

Mexico's ability to invest i "(I cap ita 1 proJects. The

Depression robbed Mexico of its export earnings and of a

significant amount of its foreign investment.

It was in this environment that the beginnings of

Mexico's import-substituting stages were founda Unlike some

countries, Mexico's lSI period can be divided clearly into

two stages. lSI concentrated specifically on

developing lower technology based commodities,

Mexico's lSI policies shifted emphasis directly to more

capital intensive goods. As the availability of manufactured

imports dropped off, Mexico was able to substitute domestic

industry to fill some of the surplus demand. Mex i can gt"'owt h

during this period was not much faster than it had been under

Calles, but the emphasis of the economy was shifting. It is

interesting to note that in the late 19305, hostility to

foreign actors had reached a very high level. 1"(1 fact,

Cardenas nationalized the petroleum industry in 1938 to
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eliminate the possibility that the petroleum sector would

form the basis of a return to the foreign dominated primary

export economy that had existed at the turn of the century,

although he was eager to maintain earnings as high as he

could on the exports of primary extractives.

example of the Mexican resistance to foreign control in the

This stage of lSI lasted until the mid 19505. Mexico

improved its utilization of its productive capacity, and

essentially exhausted the avenues for future autarchic

industrialization. Mexico experienced a severe recession in

1954 and was experiencing severe balance of payments crisis.

This forced a 50 percent devaluation of the peso in 1955

(Haber 19a9). The reason for the balance of payments problems

was the inability of the Mexican economy to provide the

consumer durables that the people with money were demanding"

For example, there was practically no automotive industry in

Mexico, so consumers turned to the United States for their

cars. Since Mexico did not have exports of sufficient

magnitude to cover these imports, the trade deficit increased

dr"amat ically. The government took this to mean that a new

stage of import-substitution was needed in the consumer

durables area.

This new lSI focus was accomplished with two

complementary policies. Tariff rates were increased,

foreign capital was again actively sought. The emphasis was
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now on capital deepening through lSI. The original lSI period

had focused on relatively labor intensive, low technology

goods such as specialty

I twas YK'W time

textiles, Jewelry,

to develop capitalmet a I-work. i )"19.

intermediate goods industries to support a new consumer

durables industry, and tariff rates were raised on

appropriate goods such as automobiles. Moreover, the aid of

multinational corporations was now actively sought, although

safeguards were employed to insure that multi-national

corporat i O)"IS (MNCs) did not become too powerful.

mechanism for controlling this was the insistance that MNCs

allow some local ownership of factories. A good expamle of

this was the auto industry around Monterrey. This stage of

industrialization did not change much between 1955 and 1970,

and indeed, all of its elements remained in place through

1980.

This is not to say that in the early 19705 important

changes were not occuring. Changes did occur, but very few

of the lSI policies dating from 1955 were dismantled. The

changes amounted to additions to the old policies. By 19707

industrialization had proceeded to the point by 1970, an

economy based on a diversified set of export products had

emerged. Specialty textiles and various assembly industries

gave Mexico a fairly strong export market. Furt hermo}'''e, i n

1973, the global rise in oil prices was a great windfall for

the Mexican ecomony. Mexico now had the capital and
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collateral to back up large scale borrowing from the First

World. The funds that it received were then reinvested in

industrial development, and as Mexico moved into the late

1970s, it appeared that it had achieved a miraculous level of

modern economic growth using its highly involved corporatist

state to direct and manage development.

Mexico was less successful in managing political

conflict during this period, however. As the economy had

grown during the lSI period, income concentration had not

improved to any great extent. Class conflict was the problem

that, with development policy, dominated the political

Indeed, variations in Mexico's FREE index across time

can be explained in large part as the response to the threat

of class mobilization from below and the erosion of the

corporatist vertical political organization. Fueli'ng the

class conflict was, as we have noted, income and wealth

i .....eq uali t y • Economic development contributed to these

problems in at least two ways. First, it actually increased

the disparityin the distribution of income by increasing the

percentage of wealth held by the wealthiest five percent of

Mexican citizens. At the same time, some social mobility

among the poorest citizens had occurred. That mobility was

Just enough to provide the poor with a better glimpse of what

they were missing, and when they saw a very small group of

elite continuing to improve their already dominant position,

they felt the impulse to organize and implement reform
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(Cockcroft 1983).

This pressure on the elites from below forced them to

reconsider some of their policies. The most notable changes

that they made were in the Mexican relationship to foreign

capi tal. As the elite began to feel that the corporatist

structure was threatened, they wanted to insure that the

economy remained in good health so as to prevent the growing

class tensions from becoming more severe. In an attempt to

achieve this, they redoubled their efforts at attracting

foreign capital. The difference was that far fewei·...

restrictions were placed on the autonomy of the foreign

investors, and we see a consequent rise among foreign actors

to affect technological decisions within the Mexican

The profits on United States investments in 1977

that were returned to the United States were higher than the

total profits in the entire decade of the 1960s (Cockcroft

1983). The effect of this foreign investment was to increase

even more the wealth of the Mexican elitesn While the wealth

of the elites was strengthened, the elites also demonstrated

a willingness to improve Mexican social programs. This

decision reflected the attempt on their part to appear

concerned about the Mexican peasant, and the strategy seemed

to work as long as the economy continued to grow at a

Strong growth rates were, however, not

going to last much longer.

As oil prices fell going into 1980, the Mexican
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economic boom came to an abrupt end. As this occurred, there

was a significant increase in class conflict because the poor

were hit hardest by the economic collapse" While the economy

had fallen into a shambles by 1980, there was no denying that

the Mexican economy had been able to achieve a large degree

of economic growth very quickly and with an extremely unusual

level of political stability for a Latin American country"

Mexico experienced economic difficulties Just as did all of

the other Latin American countries, but the corporatist

regime type was able to plan development and manage

opposition in such a way that energy was not lost in a series

of military coups. Probably the most important result of

this stability was the ability of the Mexican government for

much of the twentieth century to dictate the terms on which

foreign capital participated in the Mexican economy"

Statistical Analysis:

Turning to the empirical testing of our three

theories, we will now examine our r�gression results. Recall

that Theory lone predicts that internal forces are the most

important influences on pattern of development, Theory 2

predicts that external forces are the most important in

determining patterns of development, and Theory 3 predicts

that both internal and external forces have a significant

effect on patterns ofdevelopment.

We turn first to the results using effective rates of
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protection as the indicator for the dependent variable.

Regressing ERP on FREE for Theory 1 yielded an adjusted

R-squared of 0.34 with a P-value of 0%. For Theory 2 the

regression of ERP on FIP yielded an adjusted R-squared of

0.35 with a P-value of 0%. The multiple regression for Theory

3 yielded an adjusted R-aquared of 0.47 with the FREE P-valu

being 1.0� and the FIP P-value being 0.9�.

The results using relative capital-labor intensity

for the dependent variable indicator are as follows. For

Theory 1 regressing CIR on FREE we found an adjusted

R-squared of -0.02 with a P-value of 67.2�. Thoery 2 yielded

an adjusted R-squared of 0.32 with a P-value of 0�. The

multiple regression for Theory 3 yielded an adjusted

R-squared of 0.36 with the FREE P-value being 12.9% and the

FIP P-value being 0�.

Taken together, these results indicate that Theory 3

works best for both ERP and CIR as indicators for pattern of

development. These results do make sense within the Mexican

historical context. First, consider effective rates of

protection. As a result of Mexico's coporatist structure, we

would expect more actors to be able to place demands on the

government, albeit in a tightly controlled wayu This is in

fact what we see, as internal forces show up as significant

on ERP. This is reflected by the Freedom House indicator

which shows that at times, the corporatist structure was

slightly more accomodating and at times slightly less.



External forces are important to ERP because of the unique

relationship between the Mexican state and foreign actors.

Their continued search for compromise on the need for foreign

capital and the desire to prevent foreign control was in part

aehie/ed by providing foreign investors with a protected

environment in which to invest while still controlling the

effects of that investment"

Theory 3 also works using eIR as the indicator for

pattern of developmentu Internal forces are important in

�exico because the corporatist structure gave the government

greater control over technological decisions" Furthermore,

the fact that the Mexican �overnment owned a significant

fraction of Mexican industry meant that it had a good

opportunity to influence choices about capital

Foreign actors have an important influence,

intensity.

as always�

because foreign investors prefer to invest in the kinds of

projects abroad in which they are accustomed to investing at

These kinds of projects are more capital intesive, and

moreover, there is the perception that these kinds of

projects will have a higher and more reliable return.

Conclusion:

We have found that in Mexico, Theory 3 works best to

explain both effective rates of protection and relative

capital-labor intensity. Moreover, we have seen how

important Mexico'S history was in determining how much
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contro� the government was able to have over foreign actors,

and we have seen how both these internal and external forces

combine to shape patterns of Mexican economic development.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion

Having been immersed in detailed historical accounts

in the four country cases, it will be useful to take a step

back and regain a broader perspective on our overall

theoretical approach. The purpose of this study has been to

test three contending theories that predict patterns of

development in Latin American countries. The reason that so

much historical detail was needed is that it provided a

context within which to view the empirical evaluation in each

We have seen that each country's historical

background has validated our empirical findings on a country

by country basis, but now we need to use all four historical

contexts to draw broader conclusions with a comparative

pe'r�'spect i vee To do this, we will consider first the bottom

line results of the empirical evaluation of our theories.

Then we will draw some broader conclusions based on those

empirical findings, and we will explain any unusual or

unexpected results. Finally, we will look at some of the

potential weaknesses in this proJect and the implications of

the project for future research.

Before turning to the actual empirical findings, it

will be useful to consider some observations about the

structure of our theoretical approach. Recall that three

contending theories were set up. Theory 1 predicted that

internal forces would be the most important determinant for
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patterns of development, Theory 2 predicted that external

forces would be the most important determinant for patterns

of development, and Theory 3 predicted that both internal and

external forces would have a significant effect on paterrns

of deve 1. opmerrt , This theoretical structure implies that if

Theory 3 is to be considered valid, both internal forces and

external forces must have a significant effect on patterns of

deve I opmerrt , Similarly, Theory 2 could be found to be

superior to Theory 3 only if internal forces were found to be

i r.s i �r("li f i carrt , Thus, Judgements between any two of the three

theories can be meaningfully made only contingent on the

significance of the third theory. Keeping this structure in

mind will aid in the understanding of our results.

The Empirical Evaluation:

Put simply, Theory 3 is best in all cases for which

the dependent variable indicator was effective rate of

protection (ERP). Theory 3 is best in explaining relative

capital-labor intensity in Chile and Mexico, wh i Ie i i'".

Argentina and Brazil,

capital-labor intensity.

Theory 2 best explains relative

To get a more detailed look at the

statistics behind these conclusions, we look at the actual

results in detail.

First, we consider all three theories in all four

country cases using effective rates of protection as the

dependent variable indicator. (All R-squared values are
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adjusted for degrees of freedom.) In Argentina, Theory 1

yielded an R-squared of 0.37 with a critical F-value of

17.94. Theory 2 yielded an R-squared of -0.01 with an F-value

of 0.72. Theory 3 yielded and R-squared of 17.22 with an

F-value of 12.22. Theory 3 had the highest R-squared and also

had significant coefficients on the independent variables.

In Brazil, Theory 1 yielded an R-squared of 0.36 with

an F-value of 17.14. Theory 2 yielded an R-squared of 0.49

with an F-value of 29.02. Theory 3 yielded an R-squared of

0.55 with an F-value of 19.39. Theory 3 had the highest

R-squared and also had significant coefficients on the

independent variables.

In Chile, Theory 1 yielded an R-squared of 0.82 with

an F-value of 130.58" Theory 2 yielded an R-squared of 0.11

with an F-value of 4"72. Theory 3 yielded an R-squared of

0.83 with an F-value of 75.37. Theory 3 had the highest

R-squared and had significant coefficeints.

In Mexico, Theory 1 yielded an R-squared of 0.37 with

an F-value of 16.53. Theory 2 yielded an R-squared of 0.35

with an F-value of 16.74. Theory 3 yielded an R-squared of

0.47 with an F-value of 14.20. Theory 3 had the highest

R-squared and had significant coefficients.

We will now consider all three theories in all four

��untry cases using relative capital-labor intensity as the

d�pendent variable indicator. In Argentina, Theory 1 yielded
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an R-squared of 0.06 with an F-value of 3.12. Theory 2

yielded and R-squared of 0.22 with an F-value of 9.22. Theory

3 yielded an R-squared of 0.24 and an F-stat of 5.45. Theory

3 has the highest R-squared, but the coefficient for FREE is

significant only at the 23� level. I conclude that theory 2

really is the better theory in Argentina on the basis of

these results.

In Brazil, Theory 1 yielded an R-squared of 0.10 with

an F-value of 4w51. Theory 2 yielded an R-squared of 0.46 and

an F-value of 26.29. Theory 3 yielded an R-squared of 0.43.

Theory 2 had the highest R-squared, and furthermore, in

Theory 3, the FREE coefficient is very insignificant.

In Chile, Theory 1 yielded an R-squared of 0.29 with

an F-value of 11.94. Theory 2 yielded an R-squared of 0.004

with an F-value of 1.14. Theory 3 yielded an R-squared of

0.41 with an F-value of 11.42. Theory 3 has the highest

R-squared, and all coefficients are significant.

In Mexico, Theory 1 yielded an R-squared of 0.02 with

an F-value of 0.18. Theory 2 yielded an R-Squared of 0.32

with an F-value of 15.73. Theory 3 yielded an R-squared of

0.36 with an F-value of 9.48.

General Conclusions:

There are a number of important conclusions that we

can draw from these results, particularly with the aid of



Empirical Evaluation of
Theories

Dependent Variables

ERP: CrR:

R-sguared (F-stat)

Argentina:
Theory 1 0.37 (17.94) 0.06 ( 3 . 12)
Theory 2,) -0.01 (0.72) 0.22 (9.22)
Theory 3 0.45 (12.22) 0.24 (5.45)

Brazil:
Theory 1 0.36 (17.14) 0.10 (4.51)
Theory 2 0.49 (29.02) 0.46 (26.29)
Theory 3 0.55 (19.39) 0.43 (12.71)

Chile:

Theory 1 0.82 (130.58) 0.29 ( 11 . 94 )
Theory 2 0.11 (4.72) 0.004 (1.14)
Theory 3 0.83 (75.37) 0.41 (11.42)

Mexico:
Theory 1 0.37 (16.53) 0.Q2 (O�lg4.,
Theory 2 0.35 (16.74) 0.32 (�5.73)
Theory 3 0.47 (14.20) 0.36 ( 9 . 48)
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h i et or-i ca l corrt e x t , First, we should condider the

theoretical findings. We have seen that effective rates of

protection are best predicted by Theory 3D Moreover, we have

also seen that although both internal and external forces are

important, internal forces have the greater impact.

are a number of reasons for this. First, internal forces are

the most important explanatory variable because decisions

about the implementation of protectionist policies are

largely political. We have seen that in all four of our

countries, lower protection rates and greater emphasis on an

import-export oriented economic structure tend to benefit a

smaller group of elites than does an import-substituting

pol icy .. This is because the means of producing export goods

tend to be held by a small group of wealthy elites reflecting

the historical concentration of economic power.

Import-substituting policies, on the other hand,

bel'"lefi t a broader group of interests. They allow new

industries to develop outside the old patterns of income and

wealth distribution. We have seen this in all four of our

wages can rise under lSI policiesAlso.,

because the high tariffs cut. off foreign competition. This

means that companies are operating in a less competitive

environment and can thus afford to be less cost conscious and

allow wages to rise. This rise in wages directly benefits

labor.

Given that high tariff rates benefit a broader range
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of interests than do lower tariff rates, it should not be

surprising that as political and civil rights improve, tariff

l'"'at es i Y,cr"'ease. The specific mechanism through which this

occurs is the increased demands that the population is able

to place on the government. As political and civil rights

improve, the government allows greater participation in the

political process to a broader range of social groups. As

these groups are better able to participate, they demand

policies that better serve their own interests, and tariff

·r....ates go up.

At the same time, there is an impact that foreign

actors have on effective rates of protection that must be

ex p l a i Y,ed II First, foreign investors have preferred to invest

in protected industries because they see these industries as

less risky investments. A company that is not facing foreign

competition will be less likely to be driven out of business,

and this reduces the risk born by the investor.

Additionally, given this predisposition on the part of

foreigners towards protected industries, we can also discern

a mechanism by which foreign interests can affect the

internal political process. As foreign capital becomes more

important in a particular industry, alliances between foreign

actors and internal actors can occur. We have seen that this

was particularly prevalent in Argentina and Brazil during

their lSI periods, and it also occurred in Chile and Mexico,

although to a much lesser degree because of those country's
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restrictions on the autonomy of foreign capital. The

alliances give the external actors a political voice within

the domestic country by using their allies ta influence the

political process. In sum, while this external impact an

protection rates exists and is significant, the magnitude of

the influence is small compared to the influence af internal

forces ..

Having dealt with effective rates of protection as

the dependent variable indicator, we can now turn to relative

capital-labor intensity. These results were not as cut and

dried as the results for ERP, but they are, nevertheless

ex p l a i rla b l e , Recall that Theory 2 predicted eIR best in

Argentina and Brazil, and Theory 3 predicted CIR best in

Chile and Mexico. There are two possibile explanations for

this. First, it could be that in Argentina and Brazil Theory

3 really does work, but our indicator for internal force,

FREE, does not adequately reflect the political forces and

processes that are at work in the country. This would imply

that some kind of political process was present in Argentina

and Brazil that was not in Chile and Mexico,

historical data do not support this conclusion.

arid the

In fact, the historical data support the opposite

cono 1 us i orl. Chile and Mexico have political orientations and

structures that have given them greater control over foreign

capital than either Brazil or Argentina had. Thus, Chile arid

Mexico have something that Argentina and Brazil do not.
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Theory 3 works better in Chile and Mexico because in those

countries, internal forces have a greater impact on CIR.

There are several reasons why this is true, and they

fall into two general lines of reasoning. The first line of

reasoning relates to the natural resources that these

countries were endowed with. Argentina and Brazil were much

more agricultually oriented in their early periods than were

either Mexico or Chile. Argentina's original exports were

wheat and beef, and Brazil's original export was sugar, and

1 ater cofee. Mexico and Chile were much more reliant on

extractive commodity exports like nitrates, gold, silver, and

copper.... These required more capital intensive techniques

from the very start. Hence, the Chilean and Mexican early

experiences with capital were both more concentrated and more

Beginning in the lSI periods, which our data

cover, Argentina and Brazil had more technological catching

up to do. This would limit the number of options available

to local factory owners and at the same time increase the

role that foreign forces could play. While these are not

directly political variables, we have been able to determine

that natural resources and timing of industrial development

can constrain the ability of a country to control its own

technological decisions.

That line of reasoning explains a negative constraint

on the internal actors of Argentina and Brazil. At the same

time, and more importantly, there is a positive reason that
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forces in Chile and Mexico have been more

Both Chile and Mexico evolved means by which they

could limit the autonomy of foreign actors"

each country in turn.

We will consider

The chief mechanism through which Chile controlled

foreign actors was the requirement for shared ownership.

Fearing that their economy would be dominated by foreign

Chile enacted a set of laws that compelled

multi-national corporations to share ownership of their

Chilean divisions with either local entrepreneurs or the

Ch i leal"1 state .. This gave internal actors in Chile a direct

means through which they could affect technological

decisiol"Is. Moreover, the Pinochet regime that came to power

in 1973 was so powerful and repressive that it could have

foreign capital on its own terms. For example, it was able

to depress labor's wages to such an extent that investment

became attractive to foreigners even when it was subject to

stt"'ict oorrc r-o L, This can best be seen in the Chilean mining

industry after 1974.

Mexico, too, had a set of mechanisms through which it

controlled foreign capital. From the days of Diaz, Mexican

political elites have feared granting too much autonomy to

for-e i gl"1 capital. This is most likely a backlach against the

heavy involvement of foreign capital in the Mexican economy

and a corresponding loss of elite power in the early years of

The best exapmle of this relationship is in
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the Mexican silver mining industry where in the early Diaz

pe)'
.... i od , foreigners hd almost absolute control. This

alienated two groups: the elites who owned the mined and felt

their autonomy being constrained, and the labor who worked in

the m i "nes,

corrd i t r orrs ,

blaming foreigners for the poor working

As the revolution took place, we see a consensus

build in Mexican society against the attraction of foreign

capi tal. While Mexico would eventually realize that it

needed foreign investments to develop, it would use its

corporatist government structure to tightly control the way

that foreign capital was admitted. Consequently, we see in

Mexico, as well as Chile, definite political, social, and

institutional arrangements and predispositions that give

these countries greater control over foreign capital, and

hence the technology choices that are funded by that

capital. These factors are not preseent in Argentina and

Brazil, and thus those two contries are unable to effectively

control the actions of foreign capital.

The other explanatory variable, foreign investment

dependence, is a significant factor in all four countries.

The fact that Mexico and Chile are able to affect foreign

actors does not mean that they have total control. The fact

that it is foreigners that have money to invest and

technology to sell makes them powerful influences on the

choice of technological techniques in all four countries. We

can explain the predisposition of foreign capital for more
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capital intensive techniques in several ways. First, those

technologies are similar to the technologies used in the

foreign investor's home country. The investor is likely to

be more comfortable investing in projects with which he is

fam i I i a ..."'. Second, the investor is likely to see more capital

intensive techniques as having higher yields for his

i Y"IV est me),",t s. Third, organizations such as the World Bank and

the IMF have often stressed capital intensity because they

are afraid of countries defaulting on their loans, forcing

the countries to become trapped in their stagnant economies,

and depriving developing countries of an equal opportunity to

develop with the First World. Capital-intensive technologies,

such as Green Technology, have been seen as the cure all for

the underdeveloped world's problems. As a result, most

foreign capital sources prefer capital intensive techniques

for one reason or another. Finally, investors have seen

Latin American labor pools as being too undependable to trust

with labor intensive techniques. Because capital intensive

techniques do not use as much labor, they are less likely to

fail because of poor quality workers.

Implications for Further Research:

This project has allowed me to conclude several

things beyond our four specific countries and three specific

First, I have empirically demonstrated that a

synthesis of the development literature is needed. 1)'", six

out of eight possible cases, both internal and external
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forces have been necessary in explaining patterns of

development. For the dependency theorists who argue that

countries' economic development experiences are determined by

external forces, and for the theorists that claim that

countries' development experiences are shaped by internal

forces, this study has clear implications. While both camps

provide useful perspectives about economic development,

neither can hope to fully explain the development process

without the help of the other. Thus, the two camps should

apply their Joint knowledge and perspectives in an attempt to

better understand the dynamics of economic development.

Second, I have not only demonstrated that looking

merely at levels of development is an inadequate way to

approach development studies, I have suggested a viable,

better alternative. The use of pattern of development is

better both in terms of the logic and causality of the

development process and in its ability to be analyzed within

a historical context. This allows the discovery of trends

that were not even expected, such as the fact that a

country's internal natural resources can constrain that

country's ability to control foreign actors.

Finally, by showing the potential of the variable

'pattern of development,' I have opened the door for further

research to improve indicators for measuring this variable.

For example, the five point scale erR that I use for

capital-intensity cannot show enough variation to get at the
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full range of possible technological options that are

available to countries. There is a great deal of improvement

that can be found in this area.

In sum, I have not only shed light on country

specific development patterns within a carefully designed

theoretical context, I have also shown the application of my

research approach to both the existing literature and

possible future courses of investigation. It wi 11 be

exciting to see what new and fresh ideas are generated in the

development literature because, as I pointed out at the

beginning of this study, economic development

increasingly important issue in the international arena. It

is my belief that this project has demonstrated beyond a

doubt that fresh approachhes are still to be found in this

field.
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========================================================

�H�GPT BRZPT CHLPT 1't1EXPT
========================================================

194�i N�� L 000000 NA NA

191+6 1- 000000 N�� L oooooo 1 .. 000000

.19it7 I'U::l t,U:� NA NA

1 �f4B NA NA NA NH

.19·'+':.-1 NA l\jA NA NA

1950 Nl!:! N;::� NA Nf:l

:L ':'151 NA 1- 000000 NA NA

1952 NA NA .1. O(l()OOO 1 H OOO()OO

.1 9�')3 N{� I\l�l I\U=l NA

1954 NA 3. O(l(l(H)(I NA NH

19:5::.i Ii- • 000000 N�l NA NA

1 J3�56 Nl:� NA NA Nn

.1 ':;157 N�l N�l NA NA

195B N.4 NA 1 • OO()(I()O 1 H OOO()OC>

1959 N�� NA NA Nt=!

1960 NA NA NA Nf::l

1961 Nj!:l 3.0()OOOO NA NA

1962 Lj... 000000 NA NA Nn

.1963 NJ!="� NA Nj!:l NA

1964 NJ!="� c;- (lOOOO() 1.000000 .1. .. OOO()(J(10.

1965 Nj!:l NA N�� N�:l

1966 r�' 000000 NA NA Nn...s.

1967 NA N�l NA NA

196B NA NA NA Nn

.19(-:'9 Nj!:l NA NA NA

1 ':170 4. 000000 Nt:� 1.000000 1.0()OOOO

E171 s. 000000 L OOOOO() NA NA

1972 NA NA NA N�:l

.1'::173 NA NA 5.000000 NA

1974 NA N�� NA Nf::l

1975 NA N�� I'.JA NA

1976 Lj·.OOOOOO NA NA 1 .. 000000

.1 �I"I'7 NA NA NA NA

197B NA NA NA N�:l

1979 NA L 000000 NA NA

1980 NA NA NA N{�

19tH 3.000000 I'.JA NA NA

1982 4.0000(10 NA NA 1.000000

19B3 1.000000 NA N�l NA

1984 NA NA NA Nn

1 r::IB5 Nj!:� NA NA N��
========================================================

-1'60-



========================================================

)!:�RGECP BRZECP CHLECP f'11EXECP
========================================================

1'345 "'::-1::.- OO()OO 66.00000 NA N��,_i...J. •

1'.::1·46 NA NA 75 .. OOO()O 81.00000
1947 NA NA NA NA
1948 NA NA NA NA

1/349 NA NA N�� Nn

1950 NA NA NA !\It=1

1951 NA 71. (10000 NA Nf:1

.195;::,: NA NA 47. 00000 74. OO(H)()

1953 NA NA NA N��

.1�j54 Nt=1 100.0000 NA NA

19��5 100 .. 0000 NA NA N':::I

1'='56 NA NA NA NA

1957 f'.JA NA NA Nn

1958 NI� Nt:"� 32.00()()0 90. (}OOO()
1959 NA NA N{� NA

1960 NA NA NA NA

1961 NA 100. 0000 NA N"::l

1962 100. ()OOO NA NA Nf�1

1963 NA NA NA Nn

.1964 NA .1 00. O()O() 56. (H)()()() 13(). ()O()()O
1965 N{� N)!'1 NA NA

1'366 .1 00. oooo NA NA Nt=1
1967 NA NA NA Nr.:l

1968 NA NA NA NA

1969 NA NI� N�.j Nn

1970 100.000() NA 36. GOO(}() 86.00()(I(I

1971 100. 0000 '33.00000 NA NA
1972 NA NA NA NA

1973 Nt!=� NA 100. (1000 I'· �:l

1974 f,U=t N�� NA N{-}
1975 N{� NA NA Nn

1976 .100. 0000 NA Nt!:! 9-'•• 00000
19T1 NA N)!'-� N)!'1 !\IA
1978 NA r9�:_:j .. (l0(}(l0 Nt!:! Nt=1

1'379 NA NA N�.j "WI

.1�jBO NA NA NA N�I

1981 1 oo. 0000 NA NA Nr!

1'382 100. OO(}O NA Nt=1 75. ()O(lOO
19B3 52. OOO()O NA NR NA

1�jB4 N�I NA N{.j N�l

19B5 NA NA NA Nf::l
========================================================

-/6/-



========================================================

c.b ss AGDP BGDP CGDI:'"1
========================================================

194::.; .1 1602. 00 9137. 000 303B .. 000 9�i63 .. ()OO

1946 H�567 .. (10 9B51 .. 000 3E�25. 000 1 (l2�?7 H 00

.1 '='47' 142BB. 00 10090 .. 00 3010. 000 106(I�i .. oo
1948 144·64 .. 00 1 ()B41 . (H) 3357. 000 .1 09Bo" 00
.t':.149 13800. 00 1 1558 .. 00 3339 .. ooo 1 1819 .. (J()

1 ':150 14018 .. 00 12309. (H) 34·';3'::1 .. 000 1 E�;;ji:.�f,N O(l
1951 .t4562 .. O(l 1 :!;037 • 00 3683. 000 13897 .. 00

1952 13Bc:.t . ()O 14169. 00 3£-510. 000 14314., 00
1953 14570. 00 .1·452B. 00 4078. 000 15087 .. 00

1954 15164. (l(l 15996 .. 00 410B .. 000 1 !7"j';i()i3., (I(l

1955 16242. ()O 17))133 .. 00 422.1 .. 000 17167. (10
1956 166;33 .. 00 17636 .. 00 4'-=:51 .. 000 .t B0135 .. (10

1'357 17550. 00 1905B. 00 A!�371 . 00(1 19·�··43 .. 00

195B 1B623 .. 00 E�O�)��6. 00 45Bc: .. 000 [;�(J�;�35H (I(l

1959 174c:B .. (to 2H:'::it). oo 4899 .. 0(10 2.12.19. 00
1960 1B7B9. 00 E�3774. 00 5147 .. 000 ;:::�?B02H (10

1961 20 i 28. 00 26i:�24. (to 5461. 00(1 239�:�f:1. 00
1962 1 '3B02. 00 27599. (10 5714. 000 f�5044., 00
1963 i 9327. oo 28027 .. 00 6004. (1(>0 270A!�ti. oo
1964 21327. (>0 2B84B. 00 6262 .. (100 2�OC�07 H (J(l

19f.)::.i 23275. 00 29634 .. 00 6578. (1(l(1 32.166 .. 00
1966 ;�3421 . 00 :�;O74'3. 00 7039" 000 ;:';4::�J3f,H (10

1967 24053. 00 322�iO .. 00 7'21 .1 " (tOO 36::;::.,2. (>0
1;36B 2507B. (10 3585f�. 00 74E�7 • 000 :�� '3 �:.c ��b u 00

1'='69 272i.?B. 0(> 3'3412" 00 7684. (tOO ·4202E.• 00
1970 2B6B6. 00 4i:'�BB5. 00 7961 . 000 it·.t+':J34 .. (10

1'371 30()65. 0(> 485':;1(1 .. 0(> B574. 00(1 46480. 0(1
1972 3100"1-. 00 54i.�94" 00 B�j60. 0(10 4·'38�:5B N 00

1973 32020. 00 61842 .. 00 825f':,. O(H) =';:��4J;::i5 " 00
1974 35039. 00 67B8B. 00 B7�?4H 000 �;.�6E,53" 00
197�i 34·735. 00 71748. (lO 7472. ()OO 589f:':.4" 00
1976 3414·;:� • 00 78180. 00 7"754. 000 602.1B" (10
1977 3�iB2B. ()O B1 B2�5. 00 B�i06. 000 6��.1 82. 00
197B 31051 " 00 7'3l�·;:'�8. (10 B575. 000 76190" 00

.197'3 33.134. 00 84··492. 00 92B5 • 000 83199. 00
19BO 33380. 00 90592" 00 10008. 00 ';:jO 1 (35u 00
l'3tH 3.1299 .. 00 B91 =i7. 00 1 05E.. 1 .. 0(1 ;;:17353 .. (>0
l'3B2 2966B. 00 89994. 00 9074 .. 000 96BE�0" 00
1 '=183 3()58(> .. (to 87163. 00 9009. ooo 9.t719. 00
19B4 31203. (l(> 91071. 00 9580. 000 9l+9(�9" 00
1985 NA N�l NA NA

========================================================

-/82--


